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Reentved, That we are in favor of a vigorous prosecution of the war, not to subjugate the seceded
Staten,
but to restore them back to the Union.

HALL,
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Difference.

passed by the caucus of loyal Democrats in Westbrook, convened to select
delegates to the Bangor (People’s) Convention,
we notice the
following:

Ib published at No. 82} EXCHANGE STREET,
in FOX BLOCK,
by
FO*TKIl,
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It is

CO.

part of our business to suggest the
language in which other people shall express
their opinions, nor would we be understood as
finding the slightest fault with our Westbrook

T erm«:
The Portland Daily Press Is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at 96.00 per year in ad-

no

neighlsvrs;

vance.

tinctions

The Maine State Press 1b publish'd every Thursday morning, at 91.60per annum in advance; 91.75,
if paid within the year; and 98.00, if payment be delayed beyond the year.

still it seems to

are

too fine to be

diuary

minds.

States”

are

us

that their dis-

appreciated by

The truth is, the.

determinedly

as

or-

“seceded

at war with the

Federal government as was Mexico in 1846-7.
Their success would be the subjugation of the
Federal Union Inasmuch as it would be the
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show this, and that tender-footed

with the actors in such barbarities. We have
borne and forborne, until forbearance has

in

paper

The events of the last fifteen

policy with the
cruelty, not only
to our own loyal men, but to the really loyal
men in the seceded States.
After listening to
the tale of horrors related by the patriot
Brownlow, we have very little patience for
•his thread-bare nonsense about dealing gently

nr All communication. Intended for the paper
ahould be directed to the "Editors if the Press," and
tboM of a bnainem character to the Publishers.

WTh«

and the subver-

measures, and a parleying
rebel leaders is the worst of

vance.

Freak

Union,

ting their rebellious spirit is simply a-fallacy.—
If they are restored, it will be by subjugation
and by nothing else, and it is an
indignity to
common sense to talk of
restoring them by
any other process. The people cannot be deceived by such distinctions where there is
really no difference. The rebellion must be

cents.
Advertisements

of that

long

since ceased to be a virtue; and now if there
Is vigor and nerve and muscle enough in the

country, not paralyzed by rebel sympathy, to
enforce obedience to law. to put down the infernal spirit of rebellion, and to subdue the seced-

a*

above.

ed States to the condition of the
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mr

the passage of casemated pits mounting over
100 guns, by the fieet at New Orleans, has

population, and

great discussion in Europe, upon the
subject of fortifications, and Punch has truly
a

said that there

seems

the

to be now

Navy

no

other means will

no

mercy to them
were disposed to

more

they

show to the

Indians of Florida, when they
hunted them to extermination with Cuba
blood-hounds. And we are not alone in this
feeling, nor are those who cherish it confined
to the free States.
The venerable Rev. I)r.

a

and War

Breckinridge—uncle to an unworthy ftH^hew
—In a late speech in Cincinnati, said that
rather than the rebellion should tie allowed to
succeed, it were better to reduce the country

invasion, to make the Commons loose their
purse strings and grant millions lor defense.
One party now is for abandoning the old
system of forts and trusting to Iron floating
batteries, and one branch ol the question, that
of the Spithead forts, has been referred to a
Defence Commission who have just given their

the condition in wiiich the

Pilgrims at Plymouth found it—that the work of colonization,
progress and civilization might be commenced

to

dr noro.

loyal

To such

hearts will

a

give

at

affirmative

The soldiers of New England being In the
on the Atluntic coast, our attention has
been chiefly directed to the labors of the Sanitary Commission at Washington, but the report
of the Western Commission shows that the
West as well as the East has nobly responded
to the calls of our suffering soldiers.
From

Mississippi.

j

opinion

“Sir Wittlam Armstrong quite concurs in
their conclusion, and declares lie can equip
these forts with guns which will do as much
damage at 2000 yards range as the twelve-ton
gun has done at 200.”

Arrest of the Master's Mate of the
Privateer Scmtek.—In consequence of information received by the U. S. authorities in
this city that one Smith, late master's mate on
board the rebel privateer Sumter, was a passenger in the brig Harriet, from Surinam, bound
for this port, a watch was kept for the appearance of that, vessel in our harbor.
Yesterday
afternoon she was signaled, and offieer W. K.
Jones of the U. S. Marshal's office at once pro-

pillows, 11,345 pillow

cases, 10,443 towels, 5,249 handkerchiefs, 21,577 shirts. 11,159 pair drawers, 19,519 pair

socks, 4,384 pair slippers, 1,841 dressing gow ns,
1,(912 articles of clothing, 18,190 Issik* and
pamphlet*. 3,081 pads, 981 bottles of domestic
wines, 1,459 cans jelly, 2,340 pounds farina, 1,4(91 cans fruit, and 25,000 miscellaneous articles, such

a*

mittens, games, crutches, work

hags, tied pans, spit cups, picket ra|», pincushions, eye shades, slings, india rubber syringes, isinglass plasters, remedies, Ac.
To the “Visiting Committee” of the “Union
Aid.” and

the
I
not
ern

able sorrow. Think of this, you who
stay at
home and bluster about whipping Yankees and

establishing a Southern Confederacy. Let us
stop this wanton, hopeless war. I would say

this now, even though I had been in the habit
of eating Are five times a day. It is
ruining
us.
The rebels are burning
up the cotton.
in
the
name
of
Why,
reason, why ? Don’t it
impoverish the people and the government ?
Don't it kill their credit and their banks?
Don’t it ruin our hopes abroad ? Then this
conscription law. I will not swallow it until I
swallow aloes, gall and wormwood. It is a
base fraud upon those brave
boys who had enlisted for a year, and who were
packing up
their dear mementoes of home in their
knapsacks when this infamously
tyrannical law
came to arrest them on the eve of their
departure and drive them
back, in violation of all
faith, into the hardships and sufferings of a soldier's life.
------

Military Appointments.—The
following
appointments were made by the Governor last
week:—

William R. Currier, Brewer, Captain Co. C,

2d

regiment, vice Merrill, resigned

John S. Moore, Gardiner, Captain Co.
C, 3d
regiment, vice Andrews, resigned.
Henry P. Worcester, Gardiner, 1st Lieuten-

ant Co. C, 3d regiment, vice
Moore, promoted.
Thomas J. Noyes, Gardiner, 2d Lieutenant
Co. C, 3d regiment, vice
Worcester, promoted.
John L. Ham, Lewiston, 1st Lieutenant Co.

those many excellent ladies who
have constantly visited the hospitals, in and
near the city, and upon the steamers, attending
to the wants and administering to the necessities of the poor sufferers there, distributing
ceeded in one of the Custom House boats alongwith the tenderest care and devotion each
side the brig as she wss coming up the harbor.
Master’s Mate Smith, being anxions to get on remedy, delicacy and comfort so generously
bestowed by our contributors; writing letters
shore among Union-loving people, asked and
to alisent friends or families, administering the
obtained the privilege of coming ashore In the
consolations of religion, and soothing tin- last
Custom House boat. He stepped on board
apparently with a light heart and free and easy moments of our dying patriot* with a sister's
or a mother's voice and gentle touch—they
air, but the moment after his feet touched Masdesire to express their great gratitude anil
sachusetts soil, officer Joues touched him on
tlie shoulder, and informed him that he was not j appreciation of the inestimable service they
have rendered. The services of these faithful
at liberty to go where he pleased, hut must
go :
women have been more highly prized, Iteeause,
with him. This was the flrst intimation that
with a very few exceptions, the clergy of the
the rebel had that he was in the hands of a
Union officer of the law, but there w as no alcity have given no attention to the hospitals,
lie c oimnisternative, and Master’s Mate Smith, whose true : Him nine I.IIriy visiicu lueui.
has had no authority to appoint, or lands
name is James Lyons, was escorted to
jail, I siou
to pay regular Chaplain-, and hut for the aswhere he was locked
up to await examination. sistance
above named, the parochial care of
—[Boston Journal, 2tith.
tile siek and dying would have been sadly neglected. And they wish to return their warmHow TO Gbow Bkautijtl. Persons may
est thanks to all those patriotic men and wooutgrow disense and become healthy by propmen who from every loyal State have placed
er attention to the laws of their physical conin their bands the means of doing so great a
stitution. By moderate and daily exercise
good. The blessings of thousands of brave
men may become active and strong in limb
men, who. alike iu camp and hospital, have
and muscle. But to grow beautiful, how?
shared their generous bounty, will rest upon
Age dims the lustre of the eye, and pales the
them, and the consciousness that they have
roses on beauty's cheek; while crowfeet, and
1>eeii instrumental in mitigating the anguish of
furrows, and wrinkles, and lost teeth, and gray the wounded, or
relieving the sufferings of
hairs, and bald head, and tottering limbs, and
those prostrated by disease, while engaged in
limping, most sadly mar the human form vindicating the honor
of the flag we all love so
divine. But dim as the eye is, as pallid and
well, will, they doubt not, be great and suffisunken as may he the face of beauty, and (Vail
cient reward to those who nave given their
and feeble that once strong, erect, and manly
time, labor and subsistance so lovingly, generbody, the immortal soul, just fledging Its wings
ously and unremittingly.
for its home in Heaven may look out through
those faded windows as beautiful as the dewJames E. Yeatman, President.
Wm. G. Eliot, 1>. 1l,
drop of a summer s morning, as melting us the
tears that glisten in affection’s eye—by growCarlos S. Greeley,
ing kindly, by cultivating sympathy with all
George Partridge,
human kind, by cherishing forbearance towards
John B. Johnson, M. I).,
the lbllic and foibles of our race, und
S. Pollock, M. I).,
feeding,
Montgomery Schuyler, D. D.,
pay by day, on that love to God and man,
which lifts us from the brute, and makes us
Bowl and B. Hazard, Jr„
akin to angels.
Western Sanitary Committee.
to

was

inently distinguished

"•

M

Weymouth, Bancroft, 2d

Lieuten-

Co. I 11th regiment, Tice Hume,
promoted.
George W. Seavey, East Macliias, Captain
Cm C, 11th regiment, vice
Campbell, promo-

ant

Edgar A. Nichols, Cherry Held, 1st Lieutenant Co. C, 11th
regiment, vice Seavey, promoted.

Lemuel E. New comb. East Macliias, 2d Lieu-

tenant Co.

signed.

E, 11th-regiment,

vice

West,

re-

Samuel Gould, Jr., Dexter, 2d Lieutenant
Co. E, Nth regiment, vice

Phillips, resigned.

--:--

Reason fob America Growing

Poor-

population are likely to be soon
to is the degree of
poverty foreshadthe following sketch from a London
our

“The

contents of every dust-bin in
this vast London an* carried away
periodicalThe
dustman
receive* a small gratuity
ly.
from each householder, and when he has collected a cartload he demands another
shilling
at the gate of tlte Paddington
wharves, as he
deposits it within their precinct*. A dust heap
is very valuably* to the contractor, and a
large
one is said to & worth lour or live thousand
pounds. It has to be sifted, sorted, and disixjsed of. We can give but a slight idea of its
miscellaneous contents. Its chief constituent
element is cynders, mixed with bits of coal,
from tlie carelessness or waste of thousands of
servants, which the searchers pick out of the
heap to lie sold forthwith. Tlie largest and
liest of the cinders also are selected for the use
t)f laundresses and braziers, whose
purposes
they answer lie! ter than coke. Tlie far greater part is called
breeze, because it is the portion left after tlie wind Ipis blown the
cyuderdiist from it, through large upright iron sieves,
held and shaken elbow high by the women who
stand in th» heap, whilst men throw up the
Mun into me sieves.
I he breeze and a!*lic(* are
also sold to the brick-makers, the ashes mixed
with the clay of the bricks, and the breeze is
used as fuel to burn betweeu their layers. But
the heap likewise includes soft ware ami hard
ware.
The former includes all vegetable and
animal matter—all tluit will decompose. All
these an- carried off to Is- employed as manure.
Stale fish and dead cats come into this list—
the skins of the latter being stripped off
by the
sifters, who can sell them for fourpence or sixpence. according to their color, white being
most In request.
The ‘hard ware' does not
merely mean broken pottery, though of this
there is great abundance. Part of the
pottery
Is matched and mended by the women who And
it. and becomes their perquisites; the rest, with
the oyster shells, is sold to make new roads.—
But hard ware in the dust heaps means rags,
which go to the paper-maker's; bones, which
go to the bone-boilers; old iron, brass and lead,
to salesmen of these inetals; broken
glass to
old-glass shops; old carpets, old mattresses,
old boxes, old pails, old baskets, broken tcaIsutnls, candle-sticks, fenders, old silk handkerchiefs, knives, and salt-cellars, not forgeting
old shoes, which go in liaskets to the ‘translators,’ who turn old shoes into new; everything
in short that the householder has thought ‘not
worth mending,' la-sides many a wasteful addition which the masters never knew, from mansions where recklessness and extravagance
bear rule. Some of the contents are the sifter’s perquisite—a certain quantity of cinders
and as much paper and wood as they can carry,
and corks of bottles, by which alone some boast
they can find themselves in shoe leather; pillboxes, also, and galli|M>ts, are their lawful
property.
Jewelry, silver forks and spoons
and money are occasionally found, and
too often uppropri-ated by the tinder. One
day a check for a considerable sum was discovered among the w aste paper.’’
--MW.

--

No More Wooden Walls.—So exclaims
the London Times in relation to the wooden
ships that have for so many years proved the
bulwark of England, and of which Camplx-ll
sang so finely and with such eminent satisfaction to all parties concerned. Iron has come
in—wood has gone out. We had been thinking this was an age of brass; but we are mistaken. Even brass itself—we rejoice to chronicle so welcome a fact—is giving way to iron.
Wood is nowhere. Wood is laughed at by the
very hoys in the street. We should not be
much surprised if wood would Anally be distiensed with altogether, except perhaps ornamentally, as in the ease of trees la-lore the
door, and occasional zig-zag fences, lint even
in the iron dodge, England is not quite
up
to it.
They plated a big ship, uud named her
the Warrior, but now they think she would do
alamt as effective fighting as a three weeks'
lambkin on the hillside. A first rate iron ram
is capable of knocking all the Warriors that
may Ite constructed higher than a kite,” and
somewhat lower. And ns for the resisting
power of their iron plating, it never can In-gin
to withstand the smashing work that can be
easily made by modern projectiles from modern cannon.
So that cake has turned into
dough for our British cousins. The fact Is,
though they pretended to laugh over the Sunday work at Hull Hun, they are doing anything but laugh over tile Sunday sport between those iron ducks in the water—the
Monitor and Merriinae. This war will prove
as great a revolution for them as it has for us.
----

A Novel

the top of the spire
of the Methodist church in the beautiful provincial city of Fredericton, N. B., is placed a
mammoth fi*t with the index finger (minting
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art;
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air
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John Neal is announced as Literary Editor of the Advertiser in this city. Mr.
Neal is a man of distinguished ability, and will

journals, it seems, are pursuing and
worshipping a gho*t, and no doubt they will
have a ghostly time of it. It is perfectly sure
that neither enterprise will take on a sufficien-

Bewail, of Gen.

ard's Staff, left his home in Bath, to report at
Gen. McClellan’s Headquarters, on Friday last.

Baptist
session in Skowhegan last

occasional sermon

evening, by

was

delivered

week.
on

Kev. Mr. Bradford of

Rev. N. Butler of

Auburn,

was

ly P. T. Barnum,

The

President of

zs~

body

or the

late

('apt

been

Edwin M.

Sy Gen. Cass, the
honor and

y A notice of interest to candidates for !
the position of “Medical Store Keepers,” will
be found on the flrst page.
We invite attention to the prospectus
ofthe Christian Mirror, which apjx-ars in this

y

to save

to

meeting

Important

with that measure of success

a

good

one

we

hope

clothing,

from Maine since the war began. Alnative of Standish, Is the last

off, but

we

was

remarkable for its reliance.

Ey The Machins Union suggests that the
speech of Mr. Gould of Thomaston, delivered

portions of Aroostook Coun-

ty. and is very fatal among the children.

us

Convention in Aroostook.—“The

County

people

who sustain President

skyward. Wc had often heard of a guideboard to heaven, but that was the first one we

Lincoln, his administration and the vigorous
prosecution of the war,” will meet in convention at Presque Isle on the 4th of July next,
at 10 o’clock A. M., for the purpose of nominating candidates for Senator and County offi-

ever saw.

cers.

Augusta, last winter,
by every voter in the State.

in the House at

should

be read

If the

work of conversion to Mr. G’s doctrines is

j

preceded by such

be

converts.

ple

from other parts of the State.

of Aroostook

Bro. P.

;;jf" The bill passed by Congress for the collection of direct taxes in insurrectionary districts, has become a law.

burned so

learn there are

The Aroostook Times says that grain
fields, gardens, trees and grass are suffering
for rain in that region. Similar reports reach

Don’t

know that the present is the time for work
rather than words ?

recovery.

some

Portland aad New York **—i—rn

Crockery Ware, China,

j

to

tusk, he will make few
soon expect the peo-
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read a Law
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to

Dictionary through
worm

in

detail,

has made its appear-

among the cornfields of

Kentucky.

jy Gen. Geo. F. Shepley has declined alhis name to be used as a Candidate for
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GLASS

WARE,

•dBnBSll» follow■
Leave Itrowit# Wharf. Portland, erenr WEDNESDAY. at 4 P M.. and leave Pier 9 North River. New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P M

LOW PRICES.

AT

AVARE,

This vessel is fitted up with Hue accommodations for

passenger*, making this the most speed v, safe and
comfortable route for traveller* between New York
and Maine. Passage 96,00, including Fare and State
Boom.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec. Bangor, Bath, Augusta, East port and 84.

Castors, Spoons, Forks, Car*
and Cake Baskets,

Table

Cutlery,

John.

Shipper*

IVORY, HORN. EBONY AND COCOA
HANDLED KNIVES.

S. B. WAITE.

jf 23 -6«rod

EDWARD

P. BANKS,

EXCHANGE STREET,

Proprietor

tar Cn!M Inm ud PtK OCk, Porilud, lair.

LIVERPOOL

DEALER IE

JBWBIiHY,

laud

by

his

political

IViends in this State.

;y X. P. Willis of the Xew York Home
Journal, is sending the summer months In a
rural retreat near Plymouth, X, H.

PACKETS,

constantly

for sale.

For Passage Certificates, Steamer Tickets, Drafts,
or for farther information. Address,
GKO. WARREN. W State Street, Boston, Mass.

SPOONS AND FORKS. CUPS, BITTER
KNIVES, THIMBLES, NAPKIN RINGS,

SILVER

SPECTACLES AND

of the

Sailing from Liverpool for Boston twice a month.
Steerage Passage. #20 Also. Agent for New York
and Liverpool Steamships, sailing from New York
every Saturday, and from Liverpool everv Wedues*
day, and railing at gueenstown, Ireland. Cabin
Passage, #75. 3d Class, #30.
Sight Bills of Exchange, for XI Sterling and upwaad. payable at any Bans in Great Britain or Ire*

—AMD—

|

requested to send their freight to the
M., on the day that she leave*

or passage apply to
EMERY k FOX, Browna Wharf, Portland.
H. B. C ROMWELL k CO., No. *6 Weat Street.
New Y'ork.
June 23. 1*9.
dtf

31 VRIOX STREET,

|

are

steamer before 3 P.

Portland.
For freight

KEROSENE OIL AND FLUID.

7J

and (kit Steamship
( uptain Sid»*y
will until further notice run

splendid

HESAFEAhE,

rowtcll.

EYE-GLASSES,

MONTREAL

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Weekly

Mail Line.

ON C of the following flrst-clom, powerfal Strainers HIBERNIAN. NORTH
SUL?AMERKAN. NORWEGIAN, JURA,
■JMMt.gj BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON. MO*
VA M.Oil AN—will sail from gnebec every Satar*
dar morning, for Liverpool, via
Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trank Trains
with United State# mails, every Friday, at 1 16 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at gaebee every Saturday
m

PLATED TEA SETS. CASTORS. AND CAKE
BASKETS. BITTER KNIVES, k SPOONS.
Shell and Horn Combo, Fan*, Caneo, Accord eon*,
Wallets, Card Cases. Table aud Pocket Cutlery;
Teeth, Hair, and Shaving Brushes; Farina Cologne,
Lubin's Extracts; CLOCKS.

morning.

Quadrants. Spy Glasses, Barometers, Surveyors’
and Mariners' Compasses, Gunter's Scales, Dividers,
Parallel Rules, lYotraetom, Drawing Instruments.

Passage to Liverpool. Londonderry or Glasgow:
lass. #3D. First Class, #67 to #31 according
accommodation.—which Includes tickets on Grand

Third (
to

Trunk

Railway.

Prepaid and return tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, oat and
back. #150
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan k Co., Montreal, or to

Chains, Thermometer*, Linen Proves*, Opera
Glasses.
Land

Charts, Bowditch's Navigator, Bhiat’s Coast Pilot,
Almanacs, Suinuer's Method, Ship Master’s
Assistant, Sheet Auchor, Seamen’s Friend or Mauuai.
Ship Master’s Guide, Expeditious Measurer, for
Freight, Ac., Ac.

Nautical

J. L. FARMER.
ST., PORTLAND.

No. 10 EXCHANGE

June 23. 1*3

International Steamship Company.

Waiebrs sad Jewelry Repaired.
CHRONOMETERS,

EASTPORT, CALAIS ANO ST. JOHN.

REPAIRED AND RATED.

t3T*Time determined by transit. M'1
U2tawAwtf
Portland, Juue 23, 1SG2.

P O R T L AND

Mutual Fire Iniurance

TWO TRIPS

/

Company
lavorablc
teiuu
THIS

continue to insure
as those of any

as

pany.
All

property on
reliable com-

policies upon which six premiums have been

renewed annually free of premium to the
holder.
Those desiring insurance will do well to call and
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.

paid,

are

policy

ORrc

102 Middle Street.

CHARLES HOLDEN. /Yesirfraf.
Edward ShAw, Secretary.
eod3m

June 23.

the Aroostook County.

PENSIONS, BOUNTY MONEY,
Bark Par, Ar„

Wixdbor, Halifax. Digby, 1 rxdkrictom,
Stnui. Moncton. shepiac. Prince Edward
Island. Pirrov. North shore or N«w Bacsawick. Mikikh hi, and Bay dm Chalkue.
C. C. EATON:
for

service in the present war, obtained for Soldiers
ptOR
_T
and Sailors, their Widows mud Heirs, from the United States Government,
to

by letter

on

application

in persou

or

Jane 23

BRADFORD A HARMON,
No. 88 KxcbahoiSt., Pobtlavd, Maims.
Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty tears, and haviug a
reliable Agency In Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute all claims agaiust the Government with
promptness and despatch, and on rerg reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.
FREEMAN BRADFORD,
Z
K
11 AH MON.
d&wtf.
Portland, June 20th.

Book,

Card &

PER WEEK.

On and after April 28, the Steam*
er*
NEW BRUNSWICK
and
FOREST CITY
will, until far*
’her notice, leave P. S. k P. R. R.
wnatt, iout oi state Street, as follows:
Steamer "New Brunswick,” Capt. E. B. Wiacaxa*
tkr. will leave for Eastport and St. Johx every
MONDAY, at 6 o’clock. P M
Returning will leave ST. John every THURSDAY
MORN INC*, at 8 o’clock, for Eabtport, Portland
and Boston.
Strainer "Forest City,” Capt. E. Field, will leave
for East pout and St. Johx every THURSDAY d
5 o’clock P. M
Through tickets are sold by this line connecting at
Eastport with stage coaches for Macmias, and
with Strainer gtiecu for Robbinston, Calais, St.
STLPHKxa. and St. Axdrbws, and at tbs latter place
o\er Railway for Caxtkkbury; from thence
per
stare coaches for Woodstock and Hopltox, which
is the cheapest and most expeditious way of reaching

Company.

lowing

Governor

The

m

A5D-

Ar-

early ex-

good condition.
£y Bro. Pike of the Augusta Age suggests
that the recent Republican Convention was

Piptheiiia.—We regret to learn that this
terrible disease, has broken out with increased
virulence in

an

their under garments are in

Aroostook, took tire during his absence, his
wifi got many things out of the house, but becoming exhausted, came near perishing in the
came

their pay.

friends of last year will act with discretion,
and. as Artemas Want would say, see that

been raging extensively in Aroostook and
many of the settlers have lost all they had.—
When Mr. Truflhrorthy’s house, in Westfield,

Portions of her flesh

STEAMBOATS.

son

Fires.—We regret to learn that fires have

flames.

they get

:y The People’s Convention, called by a
party Committee, will come off in Bangor on
Thursday, 26th inst. We hope our old Jame-

Howe, a
appointed.

badly that it
hopes of her

and see that

rangements have been made for
change of all prisoners of war.

he will

jy Nine Brigadier Generals have been apbion P.

Paroi.ki*

the Portland and

go ahead.

pointed

Information to

and will furnish them with passes, if sick, to
Augusta hospital, also with

district.

and

himself:

Augusta correspondent of
the Bangor Whig, says that tall paroled prisoners should immediately report themselves to
Maj. J. W. T. Gardiner at Augusta, who is
authorized to take charge of their interests,

ty Bro. Elwell of the Transcript, moves
the formation of un Editorial Club in this city,
—the idea is

who says

Prisonkrs.—The

lion. A. P. Morrill, who is now at
home, publishes a letter in the Kennebec Journal. declining to bo a Candidate for re-election

Congressional

correspondent,

a

quirlie

which it is entitled.

in the Third

'W~ Frogs Served to Order.

An editor out West received the fol-

“A squirrel is a perte bird
It's got a
tail;
Be stole away my Uadis corn,
Aud et it uu a rael."

editorial control of Rev. Mr. Lord, who is indefatigable in ids efforts to make a pa|>er
worthy of support; and we are glad to learn
that it is

when

Phillip*.

Passengers for this route will take the can at tbs
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots. In Portland
S W EATON. Sup't.
Farmingtoa May 6. tana.
JuneCSdtf

the nation!”

lowing stanza from
he composed it awl

only organ of the Orthodox Congregational denomination iu this State, and is under the able

and

CHRONOMETERS, WATCHES,

^y Gilman Turner, Esq., Superintendent
of Public Buildings, Is under-draining the
grounds in front of the State House, by means
of acqucduct tiles.—Augusta Age.

wr

the

replied,

returning opposite days.
Stage leavea Farmington for New Vineyard. New
l'ortlaud and Kingtield. on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stage* leave Farmingtoa daily, for Strong,
* Aron

•** Meals to Regular Boarder* at Reduced Rates.
Open every Snuday from Stol. and from t to 6
o'clock.
je23edtf

whose sense of

Cabinet, is
recently asked
what we might do to save the nation, “Anything!” and when further asked if we might,
to save the nation, abolish slavery, he answered,
“Abolish anything on the surface of the earth
have

of the Season

stek'

revolted at association

coaaacTiora.

ptaoc

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tnesdavs. Than-

dart aad Saturdays, for Livermore, (Anton, Para
and Dixtield; returning opposite davt.
Stage leaves North Jar for Fast Dixtield. Dlxfleld,
and Weld, on Tueadais, Tbaradavs and gatardaya;

TINE APPLE LEMONADE.
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

fleld

with the thieves in Mr. Buchanan’s

where more needed.

The Mirror is now

patriotism

reported to

jy The Temperance Journal of this city,
learns that there is a revival of the Temi>erancc
cause in Washington, and suggests that it was

number of the Press.

j

who with all his

man

ton.

BROOK TROUT aodall Iliad, .f GAME
Nerved to order.

and wounded soldiers from this State.

procession was very imposing. In Bath, the
body was taken from the depot to the ferry,
through some of the principal streets, by a military guard, the funeral car draped with American flags.

Ob and after Mohdat, Mar 5, ISM,
will leave Portland for Lcwistoa
nimgton via Brunswick, at 1 P If
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath aad Portland. via Brunswick, at 8.16 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath aad Portlaad via Bruoawick at 11.46 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewlaai.u F a<

PORTLAND, ME.

PLATED

muscle, is now on an official visit to the
of strife, to look after the wants of the

of last week, where funeral rite*
were observed. The Military .Masonic and Civic

Wednesday

can save

LITTLE, Aobht,

OJke 81 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets at this

■rmin AXEAxoingirr.

TURTLE SOUP, TUESDAY AXD FRIDAY.

cainp to the Commander-in-Chief. Col. Elliot,
who is a man of heart as well as of nerve and

Smith of Wiscasset, who was killed in the liattle at Fair Oaks, was carried to Wiscasset on

no

appointed by

oMSed with

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

Served up at all hours.

Elliot or Brunswick, has
Gov. Washburn, aid-dc-

Col. Daniel

Fayette, Clerk.

Niaoaxa Falls.

June 23.

dtf

Every Delicacy

humbugs has cast his influence on the side of
sobriety, is reported as having once said in a
temperance meeting that, as a great showman,
he would give more for a drunkard who had
been prosperous in business, than for any other
curiosity.

Tuesday
Brooklyn.

IF Yon

JOHN ROBINSON, Proprietor.

cause.

a man

W. D.

offlee.

DIRIGO EATIWO HOUSE,

short crop. Recent rains have done much to
render such advice unnecessary.

the

the Association. Rev. Geo. P. Matthews of
Bath, Vice President, and Rev. S. W. Avery of
The

very similar

a

1>7

386, WASHiitGTox St., Bath.

MILK STKKET.

Ko. 7

perish
tightly corded,

human limb when

WHT,

LP~ rickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rates

•*•Terms fl per day. Stable connected

iF” The Waterville Mail counsels farmers
to keep their old hay, in view of a
possible

State Association held its

The

a

and from

£y The Bath Times understands that the
Division of the Sons of Temperance, in that
city to participate in
celebration of the “Glorious Fourth.”

does

axd

This road Is bxoad or aoe and Is pi
New and Splendid Sleeping Can.

perish,

never

NORTH

ERIE RAILWAY,
Via BcrvALO, Duukibk,

Bath, June 23,1862.

very qertaln, for it is an article unknown in that State since the days of her
shameful repudiation of her honest debts. It
Is thought that Jeff, himself will soon
as

d7mis

with house.

that is

How-

will visit this

ISwvH

city,

The credit of Mississippi will

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.

HOTEL,
By C. M. PLUMMER.

ft

NEVERP”

cy of “bone and muscle” to make headway in
this practical age. Ghosts may answer to
amuse the curious or to fHghten the timid, but

OR
BT TBB

BATH

~F Mqj.
recently made a
visit to Cincinnati. He is the man whoprunt*
no conditional surrenders to the rebels.

Both

D.

ship yards are nearly as livepalmy days of 1854-5. At least
ships, averaging 1000 tons each, and one

ZF~ The Jackson Mississippian—formerly
JetT. Davis’ home organ— recently said:
“Hereafter let the motto of the South be,
‘Perish cities! Perish armies! Perish property! Perish everything! But surrender,

WOT, SOUTH

hopes

Gen. Grant has

it responds
to the true ghost; but we know that our recognition is of the genuine, bonn fide, and only
legitimate ghost of the unadulterated and unterrilled Democracy. Our cotemporary, therefore. had better “dry up.”

Chicago. Ciuciuuati, Clxtxlaud, Dxrnorr,
Toledo, St. Padl, La fnoasx, St. Loma,
Nxw Ubleaus, or any part of the

generally,

in the

juneMdtf

H THROUGH TICKETS
To

THE subscriber would very respect Ail] v announce to his numerous friends, and the
that during the temporary
public
L___[compulsory suspension of his business he
has furn shea this well-known bouse anew, and is
now better than ever
prepared to wait upon his customers, and
by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which he has
hitherto received.
£. G. MAYO,
d&wtf
rassadnmkcaff, Jane 23. 1862.

Curtis has

be liolden in Wnterville, on
Tuesday, the 8th
day of July next, at 11 o’clock, A. M., for the
of
purpose
nominating a candidate to represent the District
during the next Congressional
term.

doubt, think*

—they don't rote !
sy Capt. Frederic

i.

non.

Augusta. April. 1882.

E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PASSAPUMKEAO. MAINE.

District Convention.—The Republican Committee of the Third Congressional
District have issued a call for a Convention to

The Augusta Age [Jameson] concludes
to the Saco Democrat, [Dana] as fol-

W.ldoboro“ltoeku£i

and Thomaston.
stages leave Augusta daily (Sunday, excepted), for
Belfast, on arrival of train from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Keuttebec Hoads.
Frelgbt trains run daily between Augusta and Portlaud.
B. H Cl’SHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.

CENTRAL HOUSE,

to run between Bath and Boston in
connection with the railroads.

Dy Mr. A. Oaksmith, recently tried in Boston on a charge of complicity in the African
slave trade, has beeu convicted, but has not
yet been sentenced.

annual

presumed.—

intended

doubtless do up his work with a master's hand.

place,

it is to be

steamer are in process of construction. The
steamer is being built by Oliver
Moses, Esq.,
the most enterprising man of that
and is

ty Hon.

no

as

nine

able in the Slate.

lows :
The Democrat,

Boston, January, 1982.

county of Knox

The Bath

py to know that the church of which he is to
be pastor is one of the best, most liberal and

»y
reply

law-abiding,

new

ar-

Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 1.00
PM.. on arrival of train from Portland and Boston,
for Wfommet. Damartocotts.

Boston, Mass.,

people of the

on

Augusta.

eTAoa eonnacnona.

T8 tbe largest and best arranged Hotel in
I the New England States; is centrally located, and easy of access from all the ro'ntes of
travel.
It contaiQS the modern improve*
metits. and every convenience tar the cornaccommodation of the travelling public.
The sleeping rooms are large and well ventilated;
tbe suits of rooms are well arranged, and
completely
tarnished for fhruilies and large travelling parties,
and the honse will continue to be kept as a first class
Hotel in every respect.

ueorge
accepted
an invitation from the
city authorities of Boston, to deliver an oration on the 4th of July.

a

for Lowell aud Boston.
Leave Portland on
Saturdays, at 8.16 P. M
rival of train from Boston, for Bath and

AMERICAN HOUSE,

indictments found.

no

Monday Morning and Saturday Keening Trane.
On Monday trains leare
Augusta at i.10 A. M and
*■*> A- M„ for Portland,
connecting with the
iAi A M train

THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delight tally situated on the Kennebec, twelve miles

So says the Ox-

city,

the pastorate of Central Church in Bath.

a

very

ADAMS, Proprietor.

Term Msdsrate by ike Week er Day.
Bath, June 23,1882.
dtf

The Machias

The

Farmington.

the sea, and affords one of the most
iiivttihjr retreats from tbe dost and turmoil of our
large cities.
The Sagadahock Is one of the finest, most
spa*“d *** appointed Hotels in the State, located
within three minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landing, Post Office, Custom House, Ac., being di
rcctJy in tbe business centre of tbe City.

The Rockland Democrat
says there were no
complaints before the grand jury at the recent
term of court holden in that
and hence

Board, recently pastor of
Congregational Church in Cape
Elizabeth, has received and accepted a call to

most

ore.

lute

.or

Leave Portland for Bath and Aagnsta at 1.00 F M
connecting at Hrnnswiek with tV Androacoggia
trains for stations on that road; and at Aagnsta with
the Somerset A Kennebec Kailroad for
Waterville,
Kendall's Mills and SkuwUegan. and at Kendall’s
Mills with the Penobscot A Kennebec Koad for Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor; arrivingsaate night.

i___i

By Isn’t It queer that the largest editorial
field in New England, is the Lifffe-fleld of the
Skowhegan Clarion?

Rev. A. F.

•_

!

Gen. Howard.

men.

ty

good

.tugus.a

Alfred Carr,
Proprietor,
BATH. MAINE.

Republican leams that
Gen. Caldwell has been
assigned to the Brigade late under the command of the
gallant

Military Commission was
commuted, anil the prisoners sent to Ship
Island, to work upon the fortifications, to be
kept there until the President should feel
pleased to execute or pardon the unfortunate

!_

R.

By“

the sentence of the

n

signed.
George

large quantity of
ford Democrat.

Passenger trains will have daily, (Snnexcepted) as follows:
Bath, Portland and Boston, at 11,16 A.
M
at
connecting Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Kail road for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

S9H

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,

The

Tennessee regiment.
By* Prof. Hitchcock and Mr. Goodale, of
the Scientific Survey,
report strong indications
of tin ore near Mt. Mica, in Oxford
county.—
Also that the iron mine in Buckfleld has a

As the time of execution drew near,

Corinth.

CHAS. H.

Je23—3ra

this State, who was second in command under
Lieut. Slemtner at Fort Pickens, lias been selected by Gov. Johnson to command the 1st

&y Edward C. Smith, formerly of Portland, Me.,having been adjudged guilty of breaking his parole of honor, under which he was
permitted to return to his home, had been sentenced to be shot in company with live others,
guiliy of the same offence, at New Orleans, on
the 4th inst. These parties had also conspired
together, and had arranged the manner in
which they might force the pickets of the
United States, and thus join the enemy at

Commenced April 14/*, 1863.

TERMS MODERATE. FOR BOARD BT WEEK
OR DAY.

Hartford, Conn., Post, says that
Rev. John F. Mines, chaplain of the 2d Maine
regiment, has come home for a brief season.
By* We learn from the Augusta Journal
that Maji>r Gilman, a native ot
Thomaston, in

He resided

aruaugeheut.

mf

vHIEHRJJ

says that
1200 barrels oft flour were received at the
railroad depot in that town, last week.

which em-

rsrarr

aewing all the modern improvements, and
first class in every appointment.

sar- The Farmington Patriot

in Thomaston.

oi

Aaron Ring, Westbrook, Quartermaster of
13th Regiment, rice Stinson,
promoted.
Samuel G. Sewall, Augusta, 1st Lieutenant
Co. F, 11th regiment, vice Beal resigned.
Thomas A. Braun. Gardiner, 2d Lieutenant
Co. F, 11th regiment, vice Sewall, promoted.
Harris Hume, Robbinston, Lieutenant and
Adjutant of 13th regiment, vice Pennell re-

his father.

CsafreM,

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND K. R.

me.

THIS is the largest Hotel in the .State, pos-

over

By-

Portland,

■

RAILROADS.

Prekle Streets.

credit.

fair way of recovery. He is a son of Hon.
Jonathan Cilley, who was killed in a duel with
Mr. Graves of Kentucky, twenty-three years

spirit

Situied

However,
publisher to all the more

will entitle the

cess

a

He is said to inherit the

Preble house,

Falls,
B., bearing the above title. It requires a large amount of courage and energy
to project and
successfully conduct a paper in
such a sparsely settled region.
suc-

suffering.
Mi^jor Cillcy of the Maine Cavalry, who
wounded near Winchester, it turns out
not mortally wounded as reported, but is

ago.

_HO T ELS._

N.

which he is now

in

NO, 2.

Victoria Guardian.—Mr. William P.
Donnell has just started a new paper at Grand

sequent exhaustion induced the fever from

was

1862.

24,

Some Beks.—The Houlton Times says that
Mr. Noah Chandler, of that town,
recently
sold twenty hives of bees to a gentleman of
Nova Scotia for one hundred and fifty dollars.

SELECTED.

gratiacd to learn
that the report of Gen. Jameson’s death, which
was current in town a few days since, was erroneous.
Letters received in Bath, we are informed, represent that his prospects of recovery are improving. His wife and her father,
Hon. Jacob Smith of Bath, are now with him
at Washington.
It seems that In the battle at
Fair Oaks, his horse was shot under him, and
fell so as to injure severely the (Jen’s
leg, and
this, with the excitement of the battle and con-

the Orthodox

EdwardU. Wilson, Lieutenant and AdiotAnt
isyi Ke^iment, vice Speed, promoted.

JUNE

Gen. Jameson.—We are

C, 13th regiment, vice Whiting, resigned.
Augustus C. Myrick, Troy, 2d Lieutenant
Co. C, 13th regiment, vice Ham,
promoted.
William E. Simmons. 2d Lieutenant Co.
I,
13th regiment, vice
Cushing, resigned!*

tract:

armies

a

A single extract
speech at Columbus, Tennessee, on
2d inst., will suffice:
want this war stopped! Whose heart has
dropped blood who has a son in the Southarmy ? I know something of that unspeak-

from his

reduced
owed in

ready

The Western Sanitary Commission.

produced

inhuman and disgraceful.

their

of sufficient power to peneconsiderable distance, the heaviest
that
is compatible with the necplating
essary qualities of sea-going vessels.” They
then continue:— “These considerations respecting the progress which is being made in
the production of ordnance of increased power,
the report made of their doings up to May 1st,
tend to show, that in all
probability, the rela- we make the
tive value of forts, as
following extracts:
opposed to ships, will be
gradually increased. The fort may be made
There are flfteen military hospitals in serimpregnable, and practically invulnerable, and vice in ami about St. Louis, affording accomcan carry guns of any size; it can be conmodations for 5,750 patients, and a reserve is
structed so that its fire cannot be silenced by
constantly maintained in readiness by the Comthat of a ship, whilst the latter, to the thickmission of 350 beds in addition, making a
ness of whose armor there must lie a
limit, is total pf 6,000. The uumlier of |>aticnts admitliable to be sunk by the guns of the fort; the
ted to date is 19,467. of whom 1,400 have died;
distance at which this can be done being, as
10,111 nave oeen mriougheu.
or
before observed, dependent on the power of returned to their regiment*, anddischarged
3.750 remain.
uie gun.
i no nxed floor of the fort,
There
have
been
1«2
additional
death*
moreover,
on
enables foil effect to be given to the advantafloating hospital* in transit, at McDowell's
ge* which are derived from the precision of
military prison, the St. Louis Arsenal, and at
the Are of rifled gun*; whilst the want of a
private houses.
The t'otuniission has fitted four
steady platform seriously diminishes the accuFloating
of
the
Are
which
be
can
obtained from
racy
Hospitals, regularly employed for the transsuch ordnance.” The report, which was unanof
the sick aud wounded in the Deportation
imously agreed to, concludes as follows:— partment of the
These boat* are
The foregoing considerations lead us to the
fully provided with experienced surgeons, asconclusion that fortiflcation is a necessary ele- ! sistant surgeons, apothecaries, stewards, dressmerit in any arrangement for our permanent
ers, and male and female nurses. They have
security, and that the construction of forts at every convenience that experience can sugSpithead is essential for the protection of that gest, aud are supplied with large reserve* of
anchorage. In proportion to the deveiopement hospital clothing, lint, bandages, dtdicacies,
of the
power of artillery, the value of the fruit, Ac., that they may be prepared to furnish
forts will be increased, and the space to be detemporary transient* or Held hospitals w henfended by floating batteries diminished. But
ever and wherever needed.
whaterer that space may be, the support of 1
The Commission has in successful o|>eration
forts Is necessary to give the defence a superi- a “Soldiers’ Home," to
provide lodgings and
ority over the attack. We therefore adhere to meals, together with such advice and assistthe
expressed in our report of the 26th ance concerning their papers, pay. transportaof February, 1861,
appended hereto, that the tion and subsistence as may be required by
combined system of forts and floating battesoldiers, either furloughed or discharged, /ree
ries therein recommended will be not
only the of all chargr.
most economical, but the only really
The articles distributed by the Commission
efficient,
mode of providing for the defence of
Spit- to date, number 1(81,288. including H.813 blanhead.”
kets, 8,(915 sheets. 7,(914

trate,

threatened, has been fired by
of duty to himself to denounce it as a
dead failure, and to hold up the measures
which have been resorted to to maintain it as
sense

f.r.—What

---*•«*--■

armor

when it was first
a

MORNING,

ORIGINAL AND

The late governor of Tennessee, the Hon.
Neil S. Brown, who earnestly assisted secession

sentiment millions of

response.

report to the country.
“The Commissioners, haring duly considered the whole subject by the aid of the newest
lights and latest experiments, “feel warranted
in the conclusion that, in a short time,
guns
will be

show'

in their rebellion than

rivalry in
Department, to see which shall first produce inpenetrable ships, or invulnerable pits.
Whenever the aristocracy who govern England wanted to provide for their second sous,
Ac., In the Army and Navy, they had only to
hold up their John Bull Scarecrow, a French
England between

If

answer, rather than allow rebellion to triumph, we would see the soil of every seceded
State bleached with the bones of its traitorous

The contest of the Monitor and Mrrrim&c;

created

only sovereigns in inis counthat It should be exercised, and

it trill be exercised.

Coast Fortification*.

loyal States,

jirujiu—me

try—demand

TUESDAY

Fancy Printing,

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE MESS.

To Lumber Dealer*,

Builder*,

inMfMi hereby five

t

THEestablished

and othara.

notice that

they hart

a

LUMBER PLANING MILL,
hope to be

Xenr the foot of Union Street, where they
able to five all the accommodation and
which the nature of the business will admit.

Turning, Sweep
attended to

as

and

Circular

ai*patch

Sawing, Ac*

heretofore.

OFFIC E 6 UNION RTABIT.
WIN BLOW A DOTEN.
9t»4wl
Portland June 23.190.

^■■

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND,

Skoirhegan—Its Business and Prospects—
Baptist Conrrntion—.Yeic York Tract Society— Portland Papers Portland the
Queen City.
Skowhegan, June. 18 1862.
Messrs. Editors :—Having seen the prospectus of a new paper about to be issued by

MAINE.

——---—__

—

you, it has occurred to me to send you a few
lines by way of greeting. Perhaps a brief

item

two, from this place, one of the gems
of the Kennebec valley, may not be uninteror

to a

portion of your readers.
1 dare not aver that the “hub of the

esting
Though

universe” can

sticking up in
any of our streets, yet I feel confident that
our busy little town is as near the centre of
the world

as

actually

be seen

the next one: and do not see how

any person is going to prove a negative to
such a proposition. It is certainly a very pret-

ty and flourishing place; and since its

Tuesday Morning,

June £4, 1862.

—-

REPUBLICAN NOMINATION.
FOR

GOVERNOR,

ABNER COBURN,
OF SKOWHEGAN.
—1

--

[From

onr

Krgolsr Correspondent.)

Washington.

Letter from

Cool Weather in Washington—No news from
General McClellan—Bayonets at the War
Office Doors—The Quiet old Nary Department—The modest Commodores—Secretary Welles—Stonewall Jackson—The Geographical GeneraCs Department—Who is
General of the Army t—<fcc., Jtc.

Washington, June 18,1862.
Messrs. Editors:—We have passed the
middle of June, yet the weather for many days
has been cool hereabouts—a blessing to our
poor soldiers, who are on duty in battle, picket or sentry. Speaking of sentries, the War
Office, as the Department of War building is
now called, has a couple of sentries parading
before its western door, probably to tell people
who have business with the office, the way to
the various bureaus.

respectable
ed in that

conceive.

For what other purpose

military persons should be employneighborhood, it is difficult to

pacific

walk tliroueh the halls of the dervirtment

with

quiet

and modest step as if
twined her choicest laurels
as

Victory had not
among the thinning
hairs of their brow. But for the
slightest possible mark of their service, a lace band around
the cuff, or something of that sort,
you might
take them for middle
aged Kennebec farmers,
drawn on a jury. Of these brave men of the
sea, Secretary Welles is the fit civic represensentative. A gentleman of
culture, of kindly
heart, he carried into the administration as
much good sense and
general ability as any
man in it
To-day I believe him to be the best
writer of the
English tongue in the Cabinet,
and the business of his
Department has been as
promptly, vigorously, and altogether as
properly done, as that of any other officer of the
Government

I wish we had more men
as

good as he. I do not biink the Morgan scandal, but I feel that that was his misfortune not

his fault.

“All quiet on the lines of the
Potomac.”
This is the bulletin we
get almost daily. There
have been however, a few
days past, some report* quite mortifying. A few
regiments of
the enemy, it
seems, surrounded our whole
on
the
army
Chickahominy,
our lines
on

the extreme

entering
coming out

right,
on the
left, after having mode the circuit of front flank
and

and rear,

killing and burning on their way.
Gen. Stonewall
Jackson, who is now more
talked of in rebeldom than Gen.
now

the

lying and being

on

Beauregard, is
the south side of

mar-

riage, some time ago, with the modest and
maidenly Bloomfield, it has shown an increase
of lile and prosperity. It now contains an
area of 30,000 acres, a large part of which is
under cultivation, and has a population of
4,000, or thereabouts. It has two banks, two
post offices, extensive flour and grist mills, an
oil-cloth factory capable of turning out 7500
yards per week, a paper mill, skate manufactory, foundry, pump, broom and carriage manufactories, five church edifices, a flourishing
academy, and some twenty school districts in
a prosperous condition.
The village is pleasboth sides of the river, which
constituted the boundary between

antiy situated

formerly
Skowhegan

on

and Bloomfield.

beautiful islbridal ring, beA

and is set, like a jewel in the
tween the opposing shores. Round it the vexed waters foam and flow and toss their white
spray heavenward with the same ceaseless
roar that echoed through the virgin forest two
hundred years ago. But labor and traffic, w ith
steam and iron, their mighty servants have
changed in ail else, the aspect of the spot The

place

is now

exponent of
The

State Convention is

Baptist

week;

Nantucket.

holding

its

and ministers
as

sailors in

believe, however, that the atso large as has
usually been
similar meetings of the society.—
I

tendance is not
the case at

FVemont might have effected a
junction.
I fear jealousies of each
other among the
generals are making trouble to the
service of
our army.
Each one has his
Department,
bounded by imaginary lines or
natural landmarks. Within his own
department, (except
when an officer of older
commission pursues
the enemy into
it,) each general is supreme,
subject to only Abraham Lincoln, Commanderin-Chief, who has a very active Chief of Staff,
in Secretary Stanton. But this
geographicaldepartment business, though desirable in many
respects, causes at times trouble and daxgek.
Gen. McDowell, finding Gen. Banks
marching
Southward aud towards his
territory, you may
believe, did not want the General to chase the
enemy within his borders, for when Gen. Banks

there, he commanded, aud Gen. McDowell would be subordinate, each
being Majok
Generals of Volunteers, but the former's comcame

missioi

he older.

In like manner General Fremont
outranks
them both, his appointment as
Major General
of the army bearing the same date as Gen.
McClellan’s. In fact, those learned in
military
matters say that Gen. Fremont is
entitled to
command McClellan, their commissions
bearing date the same day,—Gen. Fremont’» former rank in the
army hating been mperior.
You will understand that both of these
officers
are Mgjor Generals of the
army of the United
States, of which, the law provides for four,
Gen. Halleck
being the third and General
Wool having been latest
appointed the fourth.
Of Mg)or Generals of \ olunteers there
are
thirty or more. One ef the four

Army Mgjor
Generals, the law expressly says, may be designated by the President to command the
army.
That office has been, till lately held
by Gen.
McClellan, and I suppose up to this date there
has been no formal revocation ot the
designation, though in effect it has been revoked by
the order establishing
independent departments.

But as the question will not
probably come
up, unless approaching from different quarters,
our Generals rush pell mell into Richmond
tee
gether, and settle the question of precedence in
the rebel capital. As this Is not likely to
happen till I have opportunity to write you another letter, I will defer stating till then
my
views upon the points involved.
D.

iW H was Gen. Dix, while Secretary of
Treasury during the closing days of Mr.
Buchanan s administration, who
gave orders

the

shoot the first man who should haul down
the stars and stripes on board the revenue vessels at New Orleans. Singular
the
to

enough,

been received.
Rather

an

valuable

amusing incident

occurred in the

reading for the soldiery, and its
the sympathy and co-operation of the

claims to

Convention.

subject,

Motion was made in relation to
and favorable action taken there-

Soon after the agent of the New York
Tract Society made a similar appeal, presenton.

the same claims to consideration.

proceeding much the
association,

were

of the Boston

same

as

Affairs

in the case

when a

ber rose and remarked that

quiet membefore giving his

for the

appropriation of any aid from the
denomination, he should like to know whether
the New York Society had cast aside that proslavery-colored mantle with which it hud been
accustomed, in times past, to keep itself warm
aud prosperous. The agent replied in substance, that the Sociey had, during the past
vote

year, issued works of a different character
from what it had before deemed judicious, and
of a decided

some

anti-slavery tendency. The
pertinacious member, however, professed himself as much in the dark as before, and thought
he had not received an answer to his
question.
Whereupon the agent said that he was not authorized to speak in all respects for the Society,
but be did not see any want of definiteness in
his previous reply. The whole matter was

quietly laid upon the table.

after

soon

It is

Bread ami the

newspaper,” having become, as the accomplished "Autocrat” has well
set forth, the only real wants of the
day. And
next,

apropos of the newspaper, allow me to express
uiy satisfaction in the prospect of seeing supplied the widely felt want of a different dailypaper in Portland. A first-class daily, published within the State, has for some time been
great desideratum, and 1 think such an entercan hardly fail to meet with favor and
success in this, as well as in other sections. At
present we are dependent, in a great measure,
upon the Boston dallies for most of the reliable information which we receive. The Boston

a

prise

Journal circulates among us to the extent of
300 or 350 copies. The Herald has a list

some

large.

But

these pajiers, must necessarily occupy an entire day on the road, the
news which they contain is often
tantalizingly
not

so

behind the t,

hurry

on

as

In these days, when

ses.

with such

events

lightning-like rapidity

that

it almost takes the breath away to think of following them; when an age of history Is elaborated in the passing of a week, a few hours of

delay

importance

which it had not
before. I think, also, that I am safe in
saying
that there it at this time a widely felt need of

au

assumes

aud
rests

ple

an

which shall

organ

politically, socially

commercially represent the beat inteand utter the best thoughts of the
peoof the State. There was a time when

ber of the I’kess

was

exhausted before noon

yesterday.
fcy°The original poetry published yesterday
morning upon the last page, in cousequence of
uncorrected typographical errors, is re-published to-day. in corrected form.
Cy°*Read the Hist and last pages for interesting miscellany. By one of those mistakes
which will sometimes occur, even in a well
regulated family, an editorial, headed “A Dis-

Difference,

tiiu-tion n ithout a

is mixed with

outside matter, which should have
in the editorial columns.

appeared

mankind”

change
strange,>f
and It may truly be sr.ld of it In this region,
that the

places

new

ing

lie wmiia rciurn

it,

now

know

It no more.

Several other sheets, it Is true, are uow issued in various parts of the State, w hich show
enterprise aud ability; but for reasons inseparable from their
not take the
heart of

a

places of publication, they canplace of one emanating from the

great business

centre

like Portland,

Boston

perforin the required office.—
Boston lias to speak for Massachusets. It cannot be expected that she should also
speak adequately for Maine. Portland is the commercial emporium of the State. She should also
be its mouth piece. Beautiful as a
young
nor

can

queen, she sits there

on

the shores of her isl-

and-gemmed bay, and the nations of the earth
send their offerings to her feet. Let her have
n voice
worthy of her importance and her destinyEpsilon.
“While Faith points ppwabd, Ac.—
The lovers of the fine arts, will be pleased to

bear, that Messrs. U. J. I). Larralee A Co.,
00 Exchange St., have reotlved from New
Tork, a few “prooft” of Palmer’s celebrated engraving, of “Faith,” which certainly betokens
as chaste and pure a conception of the
great
virtue as one pan possibly imagine. The

Hope,”

Martyr” by W. Srhaus, or “Dream
amply r-ipay all who would ap-

will

preciate the beautiful.
another coiimwy

See advertisement in.

Dutiable, warehoused,
tree, (exclusive of specie
and bullion,)
Total Imports,

Exports.

minute*.

to

be

Total

V

83 tierces mo asses Chase ltios k Co.
MATANZAS. Brig l'hiiip Lairabee—434 hhds 81

i

though scathing

the

Regiment.

|

u umre to oe rrue to me uroxen ana

I’ll

dare to be true to the

Mtaday, J«ac 33.
ARRIVED.
Sch Red Rover, West, Rond out.
Sch GenI Knox, Drinkwater, New London.
Sch Vandilla, McLcllan, Southport.
Sch Lucy Jane, Spurting, Boston.
Sch Paugatuck, Hopkins, Miilbridge.
Sch Nonnariel. Bunker, Cranberry Isles.
Sch Luitler Sue, Lawry, Bangor.
Sch Abdou Keen, Keen, Brewer.
Sch Delaware, Talbot, Rockland.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston for
St John NB.
CLEARED.
Sch Robt Bovd, (Br) Kirwan, Parsboro NS.
Sch Ida F Wheeler, Dyer, Fortress Monroe, JH

slave and the bondman;

long serving, tempted and down-trodden race:
May God make my pathway most bare of his mercy
When in my heart's prayer they have not a place!
Long

time

have they drank from the full cup of

sor-

row,

Long

have they travelled through darkness
night:
the sunlight of progress and God's loving
time

and
While

mercy
Were flushing the nation with

j

wisdom and light.

White.
Sch Seneca,

I’ll dare to be true to my friend and my brother:
My heart be the rest for his oft whispered woes:
My truth be his solace when lies have beguiled him—
Mis trust, when tlieir malice his path oveiflows.

gift of heaven

Will love

thee, aud

:

my God:

I’ll dare, when the days of my journey
ended,
To calmly look back on the paths I have trod.

And

are

DISASTERS.
FOREIGN PORTS.

City Gaveraatcat.
15

1

At Rio Grande 2d nit, brig Martha Post, Robinson,
for New York 2 days; sch John, for do 8.
At Rio Janeiro 9th ult, ships Game!*, Bradford, fm
Boston, ar 7th; Pleiades, Winslow, disg; barks Panama, Bliss, for New York, Idg; Henry A Duller, Hubbard. from Baltimore,disg; Mondamiu, Farrell, from
New York, do; Zingarelia, Bunker, iromde; Abigail,
McFarland; Fannie Crenshaw, Munson, and Ann E
Island ^n<eu, Conarv.fVoni
Grant, Swain, unc;
Montevideo, ar 8th; Virginia, Bare av ; News Bov,
Smith; 1 anola, Heard, and Brothers. Brooks, do.
At 1 run (era, Mexico. 39th ult, ship South Carolina,
Kemptou, tor la mouth E; bark Rambler, Nichols,
lor do; sch Helen Dyer, Lovejov, lor do.
At May aguez 4th inst, barks Reindeer, Wellington,
for New Haven next week; May flower, Duell, irom
Baibadocs ior New llatcu, unc.
At Cienfuegos 1st inst, ship Other, Leslie, for New
York. Idg; barks Sieria Nevada. Foster, tor do; M B
Stetson, .Ionian, disg; bugs Mary E Milhkeu, Norden, tor Now York, idg; Scio, Wooster, Idg; Judge
Hathaway, Lord; Centaur. Kelton; Daniel Booue,
Segar, ai.d Warerlev, Smalt, do.
At Za/a 39th ult, brig P M Tinker, Carlisle, from
New York, ar 22d, disg. to load lor New York.
At Kernedio* 7th inst, ships Floia southard, Smith,
for New York 10 days,
Dolphin, Humphrey, for
do. tdg.
Sailed 7th, ship John S Harris, Harmon, Falmouth

BOARD MAYOR A5D ALDERMK5.

will

The
order

COF5CIL.

June 23.1862.
foregoing report read and accepted, and the
read and passed in concurrence.

few distant advertisers why
explain
their favors appear in the columns of this paper. Not only the same readers who have lieen
accustomed to see them in those papers will lie

reached, but

a

very

large class of new subscrib-

ers.

Hon. J.

W. Hathaway, recently de-

ceased at
preme
was 04

Bangor, was appointed to the
Bench of Maine by Gov. Hubbard.

Su-

He
years of age at the time of his death.

We notice that Mr. Cushman, the popular ami efficient Superintendent of the Kennebec and 1‘urtlund K. K., has commenced the
work of changing the location of tliat road
below Steamboat wharf in

that

a

Hallowell, so
place of
place, which has long

solid embankment will take the

high bridge at

that

been

a

light

Summer tourists and others who dein beautiftil natural scenery will do well

source

of dread to timid travellers.

a trip to Grand Falls, via the river St.
The scenery is widely varied in character and can hardly be surpassed.
Persons who

make

to

John.

desire

can

take the

splendid

steamer

Xew

Brunswick, Monday evening, and reach St.

up-river boats to
Fredericton, Woodstock and Grand Falls. On
this boat, Capt. Winchester, who is every
inch a gentleman, and Mr. Kilby, the efficient
and accommodating clerk, will make the trip
pleasant. From St. John to Fredericton the
John in season to take the

traveller will be fortunate if he

can

secure

a

passage in the Ueatlier Bell, whose master,
('apt. Samuel Weston, we found to be the right
man

in the

right place.

Falls, if the wapermit, the little steamer Gazelle
will be found just what is required, and her
master, our old friend S. H. L. Whittier, will
point out all objects of interest on the way.
And last of all, a day or two spent at Grand
Falls will amply repay one for the whole journey. We wonder that that place has no more
visitors during the Summer season.
From Woodstock to Grand

ter

will

The Heai.th of the Army.—Our boys at
the South are mentioned as being in excellent
health, especially those in the neighborhood of
Corinth; and the health reports show a decided
improvement within the past few weeks. The
lists of sick have fallen off, and men by hundreds have returned to their duties in the Held.
A

great part

of this

improvement is owing

the acclimation of the men.

to

LEM0H

SYRUP!

^“on

100 G»*5:

■»!■*

Sale by WM. ALLEN, Jr.,
Nos. 13 ft 15

ICE HOI'SE

DRIED FRUIT, *e.
Jelly,

Alto
■aent of good* aa
in tbe city.

The

Noe. 13

& Masonic Journal.

,S1 triii cs mad Naymr.
HHD8. Cardona. Molaaeee.
300 do. Muncavado do.
100 boxee H. B. Sugar,
For tale by JOHN LYNCH A CO.
>•23-3m

AVv

I) "A
A*)U

Subscriptions

The first number will contain

a

fall

report

of **Tiie

HALF CHESTS Fine Oolong Teae.
30 do.
do.
Suae bang
do.
For tale by JOHN LYNCH A

>23-3m

and communications

L\ States must be sent to
THE CRYSTAL, PORTLAND, ME.,
Those in Cai ada to WATERV1LLE, C. E.
in the

A U Exchange Street.

OKfh

publication of this paper will be resumed In
July and be issued regu arly on the 1st and 15th

THE
of each month.

eaa

By WM ALLEN, Jr..

Me.

CARD.

Crystal

line and well eclected aa meortbe found In any Frail Stare

aa

SOU) OHSAF FOR CASH,

ST., PORTLAND,

tr All order, promptly attended to, and the
BEST !,I’A I.ITY OF ICE delivered in any part of
tbe city, at the market rate,.
tar

A

Exehaage Street.

Currant., Citron, Pranea, Fir*. Dnten,
RAISINS.
l'reeerted Ginger and ( Mow chew, bwn
Ac.

A!tD

CO.

Batter, Cheeae, now.
T KA BOXES Vermont Cheeae—beet daJrtaa.
35 Tube Choloe Vermont Batter.
680 Bble. Family Flour.
In etore and to arrtre.

Centennial Celebration." Those desiring extra
copies of that number please address as above.

For enle low

by F. A. SMITH.

SILVER STREET.

19 A 31

CYRIL PEARL, Editor.

Portland. Jane 31. 1883.

dtw

OFFICE PORTLAND ADVERTISER.

AND

IFA BBLS. Cragln A Co'*, for tale br
AU
THOMAS SHAW.
June 23, 1882.
dlOd
156 Commercial Street.

Old Fnusci Re-tillt,
RENEWED by

_

MORRISON ft CO.

R. J. D. L4RRABEE * CO-,

On Hud.

A

CONSTANT
Leaf, and at

,apply of but Extra
low rates at
X Markxt

Deep Gold
Syr a xx.

Manakctarer*. Importer*, led Wholesale and Botail Dealer* la

Picture Frames,

Photographic Goods dfc ( hcuirata.
stock
depsrtment eomplete,
OURprising
every article need in be art.
MORRISON ft
in this

is

ARTISTS’

com*

CO..
X, Market Square.

Jane24dtOc3t

Pier nd HaMlr Mirror*.
Square or Kiiptical frames,

WlIMOtal.
KMowood, Black Walnut
to order, of any

size, style

or

with
(lilt finish mad*

or

design, of

new

and

elegant pattern*; also cheap Looking Glasses and
plates re-set in old frames, bv
MORRISON k CO., 26. Market Square.

Fir

CONSTANTLY ON

E; bark Columbia, Roberts,

A very choice collection of Fine Engraving* sad
Lithograph*, which we (ball be happy to *bow to may
who may call.

Our Assortment of Artists’ Material*

These

by

except those
necessarily imported,
compete with anv market for low prices. At wholesa’e or retail, at 26, Market Square,
MORRISON k CO'S.
we can

Gilt, Rosewood. Black W ala at aad
Oak Moaldtag*.
lowest cash prices, in quantities to unit the
Ship Mouldings made and finished to
MORRISON CO..
Market Square.

Brashes, Drawing Paper*. Pencils, Crayons. Oil* and
Varnishes. Mathematical Instruments, Ac.
Onr stock embraces all articles is this Hae. aad k
the largest aud bast selected in the Stale, and wo offer the best lndiM.Wim.nl* to dealer* and photograpers,
both

to

a*

quality

SPOKEN.
9, off St Nicolai Mo!r. brig Bird of the Wave,
Simpson, tiom Boston tor ] ort au 1 rii.ee.
June 11, )at 8b, ion 79 15, bark Home, Cliflbrd, from
Sagua lor liy mouth E.
June 18, lat 40 29, Ion 09 25,*hip President Fillmore,
Nelson, tioin New York tor London.
June 20. lat 40 10, ion 70 35, brig W B Nash, from
Cette for New Yoik.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
Sleeper
appointed special policemen, without pay.
BALTIMORE. Ar 29th, schs Mazeppa, Brewer,
John Cousins was elected engineer of the new
Portland.
Steam Fite Engine now building.
Also ar 21st, sch Julia Newell, Trott, Portland.
Cld 29tli, baik Sophia. Jacobs, Now Yoik.
Order* Panned in (oncnrrence.—Authorizing flie
Sailed 20ih, sch 1 eerie**, 1 attersou, St Johns PR.
City Treasurer to hire a sum not excelling e23,0U)
lor three mouths, at a rate of interest not exceeding
I'llILADELI MIA. Ar20tli, sch Hiawatha, Dissix per cent; the same to be applied to ciirreut exney, Key West.
f
of
the
in
of
income from
20th, i-ebs Castilian, Belatty, Rockland.
penses
city,
anticipation
Alw od 21st. brigs Eaglet, Homan, llaliia; Amauda
corning taxes. Read twice and passed.
Bn ant. (aiuenus; Kouiac, 1 etorsou, Uo; C H
the
under
Jane,
the direcAuthorizing
City Treasurer,
tion of the Committee on Finance, to hire on time
Plummer, New Orleans.
j Jordan,
NEW YORK. Ar29th, barks Lamnlightcr.Thompnot exceeding twenty years, at a rate of inteiest not
exceeding six per eeut., #14,000; the same to be ap- i tou, Turks 1-iand; Avo:a, Crowell, He medio*; R B
Waiker, Haynes, and Trinity, Leask, >agua; brig
plied to toe payment ot ertv notes becoming due durMatron, layiur. Stone Inlet SC; schs Abby Brackett,
ing the mouths of July and August. Read twice and
(
obb, l route! a 39th ult; Marine, God trey, ( ardenas;
passed.
Fanny Boaioman. Matthews, St John NB; 1km,
May 26. 1862.
Ordered—That the City Treasurer, ui der the detecNickerson, Ship Island; Shooting Star, Kamsdell,
tion of flic Committee on F'inance, be, and he i§
Ca<ais; Globe, Snowman, llaugor.
Also ar 21st, ship Jeremiah Thompson, Blake, Livhereby authorized to hire on credit, a sura not ex- I
ceeding $20,000, on a time not exceeding ten vears, at ! erpool 29th ult; barks Hannah Thornton, Tarr, Maa tale of interest not exceeding six per cent per aunillas; M J Colcord, Colcord, (ardenas; t^uiLev,
j
nuin, pa\ able semi-annually; the same to be appro- j Peters, Sagua; brig Costa Rica, l'eel. Aspiuwail; sc (is
priated to expenditures in behalf of the families of Globe, Ames. Mayaguez; Montrose, Mott, Cardenas;
volunteers. Read aud referred to Committee on Aid ! Hat rut Newell, Slieimau, CumU-riaud Harbor,Cuba;
Catharine Beals, Flowers, Bel last: Hudson, Waterto Families of Volunteers.
\n urrni—inn nnr
man. Baugor; Warrior, Crockett, and Augeliua.llix,
Pf (lirrci*
Rockland.
ed to cause tbe streets designated lor the Masonic
aiso ar 2iai,
procession of tonlay, to be watered previous to the
ung josie tnikey, i.UKev, j*agua; schs
Mary Sltuinaii, Goodall, ami ll’oiace K Bell, Muichie.
passing of said pi occasion, and so much of said
streets as shall not be watered bv other parties; the
Nut-vitas; Vigilant, Lightboarne.Kleuthera; Ainauda
same to be
Robinson, Robinson. Rock laud.
charged to contiugeut expense*. Read Powers,
t Id 3Kb, brig King 11 rot hers, Larraway, Tort au
twice aud pas*4*d in concurrence.

of

good*

which contain*

complete

a

aa

to

prices.

Hat.

large asaort event of Oral, GOt. Walnut, Ebony aad
ROSEWOOD MOULDINGS,

A

Constantly

SIXTEENTH REGMIENT.

and

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE
Will he cheerfully furnished with oar Catalog**,

June

on

hand.

B. J. D. LABBABEE * 00,
No. SS Exchange Street.
a. IM

tf

Dr. John C. Mott,

15 Recruits Wanted
To

fill np

a

Immediately.

company from

CUMBERLAND COUNTY,
To

serve

three yean, unless

sooner

Better inducements

arc

discharged.

offered than

ever

before.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
M Cocnr Sr.. Conm or Howanit. Boaron. k
consulted dully from K) until 2, and from « to 8 la tb*
evening, on nil disease* of the Urinary aad Genital
Organs, Scrofnloa* AfeeJiau*. Humor* of all kiuda.
Sore*. Ulcer* aud Eraptiou*, Female Complaiat*. Ac.
An experience of over twenty year*' extensive practice enable* Dr. M to ear* all of the meat dtfl eatt
cases.
Medicine* entirely vegetable. Advice Fra*.
*i.3»w8m
June IS, 1S«.

uo.

June

HAND,

Pier and Oral Frame*, with French Mirror*; Gilt,
Ebony and Imitation Koaewood Frame*, both Oral
aud square, for Kngratiug* and Photograph*, at low
price* and warranted satisfactory.

I* very extensive, being of the best maaaketare.
such as Winner k Newton'* Oil sad Water Col an,

Photographic Fraanew.
or oval—every kind called for.
CgQUAKE
ourselves,
ij bdac manufactured

by

Ao.

JUST RECEIVED,

Gilt Fraww.
PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
sire or style desired—latest patterns and best
workmauship—made to order bv
MORRISON k CO 26. Market Square.

ATtrade.
order

Engravings,

MATERIALS,

Manakctarer* of
ORNAMENTAL
GILT
FRAMES.
For Oil Palatial* aud Looking Glam**.

f

idg;

for

to a

SILVER STREET

Street.

1 AAA half BOXES 1 HiLLirrn ft Cmn
lUUV Sardines. For sale very low,
By WM. ALLEN, Jr..
Noe. 13 ft 15 Exchange Street.

For

n

Exchange

SARDINES.

briefs

cessity for a new stiect, a public way, for the use and
convenience of Mie city, as pioposcd, aud theicfore
have laid out said new street, or public way. to be
called Ellsworth street, and do consider that no
damage can be done to any person by so doing.
l'laccd on tile.

15 C0MM05

AAAA POUNDS Nivr Tobacco-1 lb. lamps.
i4U’"U 2000 do. Nectar Leaf Cavendish,
1000 do. Medroe'b orohoka Natural Leaf,
2500 do. Pride of Flcvahia
W0 do. Pet Lamb—fair article.
Selling cheap, by WM. ALLEN. Jr.,

CLARK,

li

NY.

{y*A2 bark Aeronaut, 223 tons, built at Robbington in 1856; A2 bark Liberty, 376 tons, built at Cumberland in 1857. and A2 bark Nortliwood, 321 tons,
built at Bath in 1858, has been sold in New York on
terms not transpired.
Ship Tartar has been sold in London for £1860, and
brig A Dunbar at £965, cash.

clasp thee—enfold thee.
thee, and through thee,

I’ll

serve

Fhinney, Troy

SAILED—Schs Robt Bovd,(Br) Kirwan,Parsboro;
Seneca, i'hiuuey, Troy N \

service to-morrow,
Special policemen appointed
marriages will be I viz: Jonathan Meserve. Nathan Webb, John M.
inserted in our columns without charge; so alMarston, John Cousins, l’i entice Waterhouse, Thoman Wilds, Edmund Abbott, Simon Johnson,
Stephen
so will brief religious notices.
11. Austin, C. W. ltuck. William Roberts, Ebcu Armstrong, Thomas 11. lfrowu, John T. Libby.
Our country cotemporaries are luxuOuter fixing sa arv of Liquor Agent at $800, Incieikbire. head and laid on table.
riating on strawberries and cream. For the cluding
Order fixing the sa ary of the Munii.cjpal Court at
next few weeks they would think it
Takon from the table and passed.
degrading $1200.
J. 1*
and Ita Stetson were

tr- The merging of the Arooshwk Herald
and Bath Eastern Times in the Portland Press,

W

D.

Kxcliange Street.

Nos. 13 k 16

PORTLAND POST OFFICE,
*d4w
BOX 672.

24, 1882.

June

Chines©

tobacco!

given.

Address

PORT OF PORTLAND.

The

of deaths and

resident of the Garden of Eden.

SEAVET.

wanted to Purchase.
MASTER’S Interest in a Vessel. Best of References

ms-woRxs.
LARGE assortment of Fire-Works,
Lauterua, American Flags. Ac.
For sale by WM. ALLEN, Jr.,

A

dfcw2w

MINIATURE ALMANAC—Tuesday, June 24.
Sun rises, morn.4 18 I Leugth of da>s.16 28
Sun sets, eve.7 46 High water, morn—9 28

bright as the stars in their shining—
through ages shall cover her name!

as

15 BOARD MAYOR A5D ALDERME5.

Z3f~

tieices 22 brls molasses Geo S iluut.
Biig Waredaie—299 bbds sugar J S Miller—96 boxes
do John Lynch k Co.
Sch Ossuna—284 hhds 46 tierces molasses Chase
Bros k Co.

PASSENGERS.
In the Alfred, at Boston from Matanzas—C S Jordan, Wm M McDonald, C E Gray, and T Scammetl,
ot Portiaud; Capt A J Packard, late of bark Helicon.
In the Geul Butler, at Boetou from New Orleans—
William IDffhes, Lieut J W Whiting, of 14th Maine

of her

glory

ways lie

cr- Notices

MEDICINES,

Physicians and Families supplied with Medicines and
books. Cases renewed aud vials refilled.
June 24, 1#62,
d3ra

A

A'H BOXES No. 1 Geld Chop Fire Crackers,
/COU 150,000 Torpedoes. No. 1.
For sale by WM. ALLEN. Jr..
Not. 13 k It Exchange Street.

Framing,

For sale at the above store by

M.

ORAHGES AHD LEMOHB.
AAA BOXES Keeeina Oranges,
'*
Lemons.
/C\J\) 150 do.
Thx But Lot or Fncrr in the market, for sale
by
WM ALLEN, Jr.,
Noe. 13 ft 15 Exehaage Street.

Nos. 13 k 15

usual.

as

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

87,749
95,568,19

FOREIGN IMPORTS.
Brig (.ueen of the South—263 hhds

protest there was no unkindness in the act. I
The foregoing report was read and accepted, and
Our friends from the different sections ! thereupon oidcrea, that the said Ellsworth street,
with the boundaries and admeasm cments of the same
of the State, are cordially invited to call and I as laid out and icportod by the law, as aforesaid, be,
aud the same i* hereby acccptid, allowed and estab1
see us at our new and spacious rooms in Fox
lished as a street or public way, lor the use of the city
of4'urtlaud.
Block, when they visit our city. We shnll al-

tion.

and Picture

Done neatly

CARDENAS.

sy-

glad to see them. Of course we e^pcct our clfy friends to drop in upon us as
often as convenient, without a special invita-

Binding

7,449

28,553
185,725

In Bath 22d inst, Mrs Delana J, with of Augustus
ot the 1st Maine Battery, aged 20 years.

June 23, 1862.
and organs, whom we considered, and now :
The Joint Committee on laying out new streets,
who were directed by au older ot the C’lty Council,
consider, the authors of all our mischief. It passed
on the 22d day of Maich, to lay out a new
was natural, then, when we found a
newly Im- street for the use of the city, from Congress street
side) to State Atsenal grounds, bar(South-Westetly
ported editor in Maine, saying that he voted lug attended to that
duty, makethe lollowiug report:
That they do adjudge that there is occasion and nefor Breckinridge, “because the platform on !

we

Book

DIED.

ers

objection"-

21,320,41

Express
be in

No. 32 EXCHANGE

When

our labor, in the colTimes, during thesomewliat
heated campaign of 1800, to fight for the man
j
whose ashes now repose near the peaceful shore
of I.like Michigan, and this brought us in disagreeable conflict with the Breckinridge lead- j

lexx

65,591

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,
Next door above the British and American
Office, where he will accommodate all who may
want of goods in his line, at very low prices.

149,723

In this city 22d inst, bv Rev Henry D Moore, Air
Charles P Cnipmaii to Miss Wealthy A Kelley, both
of this city.
In Bath 21st inst, Mr Benjamin W Fowles, of B, to
Miss Olevia F Moody, of Jefferson.

lowly,
pride and derision God’s justice withhold;
favor
Though
may court, or oppression assail me,
I'll dare to be true, and I’ll dare to be bold.

»

was

placed wax

41,699
4,407
53,672
99,978

HARRIED.

A shame that

of the Bath

than any other Candidate'*,” that we
should “pitch in.” We couldn’t help it. though

9,262

stock of

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Fietirc Frames, Paper Bangings Fancy Goods, It., i«.,
[

HUTIl!

-DEALER IN-

trial—the day of her trembling;
day
The day she shall choose either glory or shame:

Not unfriendly; that word savors of unkindness, of which there, is not a particle in our

ble

242.695

BROKERS* BOARD, BOSTON* Jmmr S3.
€33,000 United States Coupon Sixes (1881).106
€68.100 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.1064
€260 United States do.Iu6|
€17,000 United Stales Demand Notes.103*
€8.350 United States Coupons (July).lot!
€3,150 Atncricau Gold.1061
€24,411 Americau Gold.106)

**Dare to be true!
you its sunshine and dew;
fail, for then showeis shall be given;
earth, but the showers arc from heaven.”

bitter the taunts and

Truth! best

which he had been

15,476
211,139

iu Jan’y,
and April.
83,327,51 387,567,68
Total ain’t collected in Jan.,-Feb., Mar., Apl. A May, $104,647,92 $183,135,87

dare to be true, though the floods and the tempests,
The whirlpools of passion descend o’er my way;

Tis the

Advertiser.

a

Exports,

**

I’ll dare to be true to my country to-day!

sar- We are not insensible to kindness nor
impervious to the effects of a kind word. We
appreciate a recent notice of an editor in this
city, who. in referring to the Press, and the
merging of the Aroostook Herald and Bath

It

1662.

$111,536
122,097

Feb., March

censure—

n

composition.

1861.

$56,506
139,157

”11

hough

Boston.

to notice

free,

Merchandise withdrawn An
warehouse for cousump’n,
Am’t of duties collected,

deny

is re-

Times in it, said:
The editor of the Times, we are informed,
is to be the editor of the consolidated Journal;
so that its character will
be, we suppose, about
what that of the Times was; and that was, ns
our readers are well aware,
unfriendly to the

Has removed his

HUTS!

AAA BAGS of Nuts, of every variety and of the
beet quality.
For aale by WM. ALLEN, Jr.,
__Noe. 13 ft 15 Exchange Street.

HU CRACKERS.

8. He COLES WORTHY,

mer-

be

reason can

umns

Domestic

chandise,

little

Lore may
>*t the dew
lew is from

missing,

He

—

Foreign mcr’dizc, dutiable,

BY MM. O. A. 8. BEALZ.

Triumph, of Gloucester,
and. on Thursday morn-

in a lew

consumption,

THO«. H. FOOK.

For the Dailv Press.

highly respectable man. and no
assigned for his unaccountable
disappearance. His effects are at the office of
William Cook & Co., 14 Commercial Street,

ported

aud

which once knew

for

Jo24tf

CHA8. W. CUOSXAN.

Imports.—Dutiable# entered

I'll Dare to be True*

voyage,
last went on shore at T. wharf, saying that

**-a sad

something

foreign

for a

the

Into

of the schooner

Eastport,

thejmrest

dispensary
public.

invited to visit the

Glidden,

A Maine Man Missing.—We learn from
the Boston Journal of the tilst iust., that Capt.
is

And solicit a share of public patronage,
trusting
that by furnishing
chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, aud a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the

Pori of Portland.

the work of erection is to

MT*A
lis city,

cordially

stock of

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, Ac.,

MOXTHL Y STATE.ME XT of the value of Import*
and Export* qf Hood* Wart*, and Merchandite,
entered during the month qf May, 1861 and ’62.
Value.
Value.

begin speedily.
daughter of John Bryson of
while playing in the sitting room
/ith a bunch of matches, her clothes took Are,
nd she was badly and it is feared fatally inired.—Courier, 23d.
ist

I

and Irish papers, for which he has our thanks-

pects, and bade fair to become a decided
But that paper, alas! has suffered

suc-

during
Reading Room.

are

largo

merchandise._
/4VV

poor,

taken

possible to-day.

the week

Store!

store, N*. Tft Midile Street,
Have
(Fox Block.) and respectfully invite public atand well selected

tention to their

C. A.—The rooms of the Young Men's Christian Association, in Codman Block, Temple Street,
are open day and evening.
Strangers in the city

arrangements and conveniences, cannot be
xcelled in New England. We understand

or We are indebted to the Purser of the j
steamship North American for files of English

Kimball of

as

•>

See advertisement.

generally.

early

ADVrxiTISE.MENTS.

1STovr Drug
cbossaF*

Y. M.

New Apothecaby Establishment.—Our

just

cess.

as

mm————

———’

NEW

strained to call upon all who may have it in
power to offer entertainment, to leave word with the
committee, in the basement of High Street Church,

>'he third story is to be devoted to Grammar
chools. On tiie whole the building in respect

Mumford, who was recently hung at
New Orleans for cutting down the U. S. flag,
was a gambler by profession.
cr Gen. McDowell was recently severely
injured by being thrown from his horse.
zr Gen. McClellan has issued a humane
order forbidding all fast driving of horses and
mules, except in cases of necessity.

the Portland Advertiser went far toward meeting the requisitions of the public, in many res-

of

Mut city «aibc 2QUi <tf .April last.

spirit might
city.
ty-Two columns of editorial and selected !
paragraphs on the first page.
^y-Still crowded, so that the racy communication, “TheConstitution as it is:The Union
as it was,* is necessarily laid over for another
day.
£y*A very large edition of the first num-

mate

course pi uie
proceedings oi yesterday. The
agent of the Boston Tract Society addressed
the meeting, setting forth the benefits resulting from that institution, Its good offices during the past year, especially in the supply of

“Christian

the 7th lust., for tearing
down the United States flag Horn the Mint in

new, and, as men of jealous
imagine, rival enterprise in this

tiser towards a

under circumstances which excite the fears of
his friends for his safety. He had shipped as

who was

on

we

Notices*

x

principles, to subvert error or to neualize its effect, and to sustain the party oranization to which it is committed just so far
that organization shall prove worthy of
ipporL Political party organizations are
leans not ends, and are to be made the inruments for carrying into effect the will of
le people, not the
engines for controlling that
ill. As such, the Press will yield to the Reublican organization a cheerful support.
New School House—The plans for the
;w school house to be built by the
city, arc
eing perfected by Geo. M. Harding, Archi•ct.
The building is to tie located on the
.'inflow lot, on Cumberland Street, to be of
rick anil three stories high. It is designed
ir the accommodation of the
boys’ and girls
igh school. It will be about one hundred
ud fly feet in depth and proportional width.
'n the first floor are
eight class rooms in
lites. On the second floor, the school rooms
roper, each 78 feet long by 64 wide, library
joins, Ac. A partition separates the boys
om the girlsapartments but
by different stairays they both descend to the class rooms be>w. to recitations,
entering the rooms by difirent doors. The boys and girls also enter
te building from two streets, and in no case
an they be together except at recitation time.

dare say, will join their thanks
with ours for this fraternal act of the Adver-

referred to,

Religious

The committee ^ hospitalities for the Stats Conference convening in
hind to-day, in view of the
very large attendance alreau.
%orted ami expected,
in the present crowded state 01
*' feel con-

as

irrect

The members of the Committees

of Maine.”

ordinary degree of prosperity, in some instances large accessions of numbers
having

first execution for desecration of that flag was
in New Orleans,—that ol Win. B. Mumford,

hung

readers,

Thomas S.

middle fork of the Shenandoah.
The
plain the world does move.
on which,
Of course, in these exciting times, it is with
coining from the North, he
crossed that river, was not
destroyed by the j our community as with ail others, everybody
advance brigade of Shields’
Division, (now in I is oil the qui vive to know what will happen

so, it would have been
very advantageous, as
over it the division of
Shields and the army of

in his

Monday’s issue,
Republican State,
County, and City Committees’’ “cordially approve” our new enterprise, and “commend the
new paper to the hearty support of the people
his

informing

that “the members of the

The reports of the different churches show the

bridge

McDowelP’s anny-eorps,) the
commanding officer, not knowing that Jackson’s
army was
before him in force, believed that he
was strong
enough to hold the oridge. If it had proved

Acknowledgement.—Our thanks are due
to Bro. Case of the Advertiser, for so kindly

ceive a call for their friends and the “rest of

iiunnal session here this

ing

People, to speak in their
Its conductors shall lie able to
iterpret their spirit and wishes. It will be
le organ of no individual, cabal or
clique, but
ill labor with a single purpose to disseminate
for

friend, Messrs. Crossman & Poor, have just
salmon; but the ! opened a new Apothecary Store, at No. 75
generally regarded as merely an i Middle St., in Fox Block. They have arranged
the wide-awake character of the 1 it in exquisite taste, and will be pleased to re-

inhabitants.

v

intiments of the

aine so

to watch and catch

name

tiie

The Prete is designed to reflect the

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

Indian name—Skowhegan—signifies “a place
to watch.”
It was famed in olden time as a

and ministers’ wives are thick

The Navy Department, busy a* it Is, most
important as have been its doings in this war,
always seems quiet. In its offices and passages,
there Is no bustle, no fuss, no parade, few epaulettes and not a leather, especially a white one.
The quiet heroes of the sea, such as
Stringham Dupont, Foote, Wilkes, Kami
gut, Porter,
when their duty may lead them to
Washington,

|

[Frsm ear own CorraspoDdsat]
Letter from Skowhcgnn.

H.

•100 BOUNTY AT THE END OF THE WAR.
And 160 ACRE8 OF LAND,
Together with *2.00 Bonos, and

Pay

authorized

Recruiting

Ptifie

a

month's Advance

by Congress.
Office at

Corps Armory,

OLD CITY HALL, PORTLAND.
IF ray and Ration,

commence on

the

day of

en-

lutment.
JOHN M

Jc24tf

MARSTON,

CHAS. L. MCALLISTER,
Recruiting Officer,.

We the FadcrsigaeS,
respectfully give notice that we have
bought out the Photograph rooms lately occupied by J. U. P. Burnham, foiinerly the old stand of
Burnham Brothers,
No. 90 MIDDLE STREET,

WOULD

And have newly fitted np the
ed to carry on the

rooms

and

are

In all its various branches, and in the latest and beet
stvle of the art.
We also say that we have at least a thousand splendid negatives of the citizens of Portland, which can
be examined bv person* wishing pictures from any of
them, print* or which will be made at very short notice.

and

DEALER

Ambrotypes Copied

To any size
and finished iu Oil and Water
Prince.
Ordered—That the Joint Committee on Fire DeColors, India Ink and finest materials.
Also cld 21»t, shins John Tucker, Ilallett.San Franbe diiected to purchase for the uew Steam !
Please give us a call, as perfect satisfaction is guarire Engine now being built by the city, a nuantity ! cisco; Merriniac. Woods, and Susan Fearing, Newrautced in every instance
of leather hose not exceeding one thousand feet in
comb, do; 1-airfield, Hull, Rotterdam; bark Wave
leugth. Rear! and passed.
Crest, Harmon, New Orleans; brigs North Point,
W. T. A H. H. WILDER.
Ordered—That ( ommittoe ou Streets aud SidePercival, Rio Janeiro; Young Amenca, Power, HaJune 24, 1862
dlweodlw
walk* and bridges cause the removal of the piles in
vana; sell* Fleetwood, Cat heart. Para; George KUthe harbor off Victoria wharf, in accordance with the
born, Booth, Curacoa; Wenouah, Oweu, Eastport;
C Knight, Wilson, Gardiner.
STATE OP MAINE.
report of the Committee on judicial proceedings, of
June 14, 1862—first advertising for proposal*. Read
BOSTON. Ar 21st. ships Martha, Howard, Cadiz
aud passed, l'assed also in concurrence.
13th uit; Premier, Mt-Gilvery, New Orleans 1st iust;
The petition of Samuel Blanchard, et si requesting
North America, ( oilier, do; bark Beni Burgess,Snow, j
the removal of the “dolphins” in the baibor off
Ciciifticgo* 1st inst; *chs 1 G Cuttis, Newcomb, JerVictoria wbanes, on accouut of their bciug an obenut-loth inst; G W Rowley, Richards, Vienna Md; I
struct ion and encumbiai.ee to the haibor. Report
Maty Anna, Gibbs, Philadelphia.
Aiso 22U, ship Geul Butler, Wood, New Orleans 7th
recommending that they be removed- Read and laid I
on the table.
Taken from the table and accepted
inst; bark John Aviles, Williams, Sagua; sch l>avid
Read and accepted in concurrence.
Crockett, Dunnells, York.
Also ar 23d, ships I rospero, Stront, Valparaiso; j
Reports «*C ( ommittees.—Th© Joint Standing Committee on fire Department, to whom was referred
Visiou, Crowell, Liveipoo); schs (trace, Htown, ;
the petition of John T. Hull, that measuies may be
l^preaux NB; Atlantic, Look, and Abigail, Muich,
takeu to prevent the flowiug of water from the reserEiizabetliport; Betsey Eliza, Verrill, Calais; Lucv A I
voier at the corner ot St.
Street*.
Nancy. Perkins, Bangor; Rosa, Sawyer.
l'etitiou referred to the Couimittie on Sewer* and
Cld 21st, brig Candace, Suow, Jereiiiie; sch* Billow,
Drains.
Given, St Thomas; Knight, Gage, Fortress Monroe;
The Joint Standing Committee, to whom wws reW L Springs, Adams, Philadelphia; Harriet Smith, i
HEADQUARTERS.
)
ferred petition of II. U. k H. M. llart, et al., that
Kelley, aud Jane Gorham. Stamford.
AltJUTAKT GKNKKAL'a OrriCK.
the grade and line* of Alder street may be continued
Aiso cld 23d, ship Sarah Newman, Cubb.Shanghae; j
Augusta, June ‘JUth, 1861. )
to Kennebec street aud that tbe building* inay be resch Hannah D Nickerson, Halifax via a port iu
GENERAL ORDER No. 15
moved from said stieet. reported as follow*:
Maine; Amo, Crockett, Stockton ; Leo, Mills, RockThat they have instiacted the Civil Engineer to
laud.
The Governor and Commandor-in-Chief directs,
mark the giade aud line* of said street, and have alPROVIDENCE. Ar 21st, sch Eliza Hand, Tarr,
that all soldier* belonging to Maine, at home ou Airso instructed the Street Commissioner* to cause the
Gardiner; 22*1. brig Harp, Smith, Bangor.
lough or otherwise, not having been discharged from
NEWPORT. Ar 21st, sch Richmond, Pitcher, i service, will report themselves in person or bv letter
building* cucroachiug upon the street to be leiuoved
forthwith.
l*er order of Committee.
Providence for Bangor.
to the Adiutant General at Augusta forthwith.
Also ar 21st, sch John Murray, Bangor for HartS. W. Larrabkk, Chairman.
All such persons, except those whose furloughs
Read and passed in concurrence.
ford, leaky.
have not expired, who fail to report themselves imOrdered—That the Committee on Cemeteries and
BRISTOL. Ar 20th, sch Neptune, Billings, Calais.
mediately. will be liable to be treated as deserters.
Fublic Orounds be authyrized and instructed to be
NEW BEDFORD. Ar21st, brig Almelia, Kelley,
All officers of Maine Regiments or companies, exbuilt in tlie Evergreen Cemetery, in Westbrook, a
Georgetown DC.
cept those ou parole, now absent from duty, will
tomb for the use of the city, fcc., at au expense not
1 ORTSMOLTH. Sid 19th, sch Gentile, Getchell,
be considered by the War Department as “absent
to exceed 5*2600.
Rockland.
without leave,” unless they report iu person at their
In Board of Mayor aud Aldermen, June 16, 1862.—
SALEM. Cld 21st, sch Wm Pickerjug, Perry.Banj respective commands immediately, or their absence is
Read twice aud passed.
gor.
duly authorized by order* from the Adjutant General
In fommou Council, June 16. 1862.—Read and laid
DANVERS. Ar 19th, sch* Cornelia, Currier, Ban- 1 of the United States, which order must be bam*!
upon
on the table.
gor.
a certificate which the Lay waster will require before
In Common Council, June 23, 1862.—Taken from
KASTPORT. Sail*! 14th. sch Romp. Stanley .Phila pavmeut is made thereon.
the table; voted to recommit, with instructions to
All iu valid and wounded officers of Maine, who are
adelphia.
8L LL1VAN. Ar 18th, schs Eliza Helen, Macorareport back plans, specification, and estimates. Scut j
able to travel, although their disability may not have
ber, Wellflcct.
up.
been removed, will immediately report in' person to
In Board of Aldermen, June 23. 1862 —Read and
ELLSWORTH. Ar 17th, *cbs Marcel I us, Herrick,
the General Commanding the camp of Instruction at
concuried with.
and Olive Biauch, Young, New York; 18th, Katan,
Annapolis Maryland, and thence proceed to their
An order that the Fire Department be authorized
Holt, and Tugwassa, Patten, Boston.
command*, or rciuaiuat that post until an Examining
and directed to locate the uew Steam Fire Engine
Cld 17th, sen* Delaware, Jarksou, NYork; Doris,
Board'shall decide upon their ability to return to duty
now being built by the city, iu the building on ConMoon, Boston.
The toregoing is iu piir*uance of order* from the !
BANGOR. Cld 20th, brig Baron de Castine, Saungress street, aud that the necessary tepairs for the
War Department at Washington, and its requirements
keeping of said engine, and Also lor the keeping of ders, St lierre, Mart
must not bo neglected.
the liorses iu the building, to haul the engine, at au I
BATH. Cld 29th, brig* Lincoln Webbi Lloyd, and
By or dvr of th€ Commander-in-chief.
expeutfe aot to cacwd sow. Bead aud pawd.
i'orln-u Muiuoe.
Burnt,
JOkN L. HODtiDON,
Otsfrth

required,

fartment

—

U«iei.cpi(l

IV-

unemicais, rure urngs,

tme

prepar-

Photograph Business,

Daguerreotypes

JUNCTION OP PHEN * MIDDLE STS.,

GENUINE MEDICINES.
ncusi. nnn am airicaa rmrim,
AND FANCY GOODS,
APOTHECARIES' GLASS WAKE. FOREIGN
LEECHES. SURGICAL
INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS. BRACKS.
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fee..
-uw-

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
And

Dye-StufFs,

KEROSENE OIL, LARD OIL,
And *11 other article, tuuallr

kept I*

Drag aad

a

Paul Katablishnieut.

tr state Arent for DAVIS ft KIDD’S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
jrtt-lmd

SOMETHING NEW!

n For Hats aad Caps,

H|

AT HARRIS' —OPP. POST OFFICE.

[

NOTHINO NEW!!

The French Conformetenr!!!
HATE USED IT FOR THREE YEARSXo extra

charge for making hats to order.

limitary Chapeaux,
Cape
BY

and

Gauutlcts, sold low.

Terms

Cash.

OPPOSITE POST OFFICE.

HARRIS.
8wdb

j

Scdgt Ijr,

AtQtttnnt

TENEMENTS WANTED.
WANTED—Uoarenieut tenements for the
Jbm accommo«iatioii of two small tamilies, ia

TmTD respectable

localities. and within ten minwalk of the Post Office. Rent not to
exceed fYoin *150 to 176 per annum.
Address Box 48. Post Office, or apply at the Countil g Room of tlie Daily Presa, Fox Block.
dbtf
Portland. June 23

XilBL ute*’

loney Lost
SUM OF MONEY. The Under will be
suitably rewarded by tearing the Name at thJe
Jfltee.

LOST.

A

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

The

Procession.—Probably no feature

of

TELEGRAPHIC

the 4th of

July procession will be more attractive than the Sons of
Temperance. We learn
that they are making extensive
arrangements
to give credit to their order and the
city. It
is designed to Invite
neighboring divisions to
attend, provided suitable arrangements with

Improvements.—Extensive improvements
are being made on the Kennebec * Portland
bed, through its entire length. New rails are

taking the {dace of the worn, and new sleepers
are strengthening the old.
The Ravine Road
Hallowell,

near

is

being

filled and thus the

Mr. Cushman is determined to give us, in the
Kennebec 4 Portland, one of the best railroads in Maine.

Union Chcrch.—We learn that the

son, Messrs.

Ricker, Stevens, Claride, and CaptSturdivant. The singing by the scholars was
of a superior order, and was appreciated by
the audience.

receive

a

box of strawberries from

our

kind

friends on Market Square, Messrs. Greenough
4 Morse. We felt some little curiosity at

have

bhacki.es

or

john

on

chimney, suddenly found himself lifted,’
and going. Hastily bidding his friends adieu,
he resigned Himself to hts Impending late, and,
like the equl-pobad steel between two magnets,
remained for an instant suspended twixt
heav-i(
en and earth, when suddenly, the wind lulling,'
he was enabled to descend again to terra firms,
though not without the loss of hi*'tile,’ which,
on eagles’ wings fled upward and onward, and
whien last seen was entering an ominous looking cloud preparatory to taking its last nap.
Recruiting.—Seeadvertisement of Marston
& McAlister in another column. Now is a
good time to enlist hi one of the finest regiments

Maine has raised.

Return En.—The Halloweli Gazette states
that Dr. J. Q. A. Hawes, who has been connected with one of our Maine Regiments, at
Port Royal, S. C., during the past year, arrived

A Greensboro’, Mississippi paper of the fourteenth gives a report from O'Ken'u County, that
the niggers are rapidly nruuig to kill all the
whites. On the 18th a negro plot was discovered and punished.
The Mobile News of the 14tli says the Georgia Brigade, (4)00 strong, was to leave Wednesday under Gen. Lawton, to re-inforce Jackson.
The same paper of the loth, makes no mention
of the capture of Fort Morgan or an attack, although some naval arrangements at New Orleans were considered as
aiming at that point.
Advices from Vicksburg via Grenada state
that up to the 17th no active demonstration had
been made by the Federal fleet since its retirement.
Several gunboats appeared'on the 15th
from Velon.
It is reported that 5000 Federals with transports and gunboats left Baton Rouge Friday,
for Vicksburg.
The Vicksburg Whig of the 17th learns that
Gen. Lovell and Stuff have moved their head
quarters to Meridan, and hopes he will not visit
that city again.
The Fedgrul advanced division
arrived Friday night and fired a few shots at the
lower battery.
The Grenada Appeal of the 19th, Bays that
Holly Springs was occupied by a considerable
force of the enemy, night before List. They
made their appearance suddenly and much confusion ensued. The Provost Marshal is
among
the prisoners captured. A train was about ready
to leave for the South, upon which
many citiicns attempted to take refuge, for the purpose
ot escaping.
The crowd was fired on and Lieut.
Hall and some others killed. No .public stores
remained at Holly Springs.

now

have a

ors.

of

were

much de-

last evening, at the imposing appearof the Portland Cnmmandery, arrayed

lighted
ance

in their full and rich

regalia, and performing
escort duty to the De Molay and Boston Encampments of Knights Templar.
We learn also that the St. John's Encampfrom Rhode Island, will become the
guests of De ’Molay Encampment, at BosVou,
dining with them at the Revere House.

ment

A Mrs. Real recently shot her husluuid
in New York for his conjugal infidelity, since

j

which time she lias been overwhelmed with the
sympathy of ladies in high position. It is
hoped ber-act may not We extensively imitated,

Chicago, June 23.
The following is a special to the Tribune from
:—
Cairo
as it might seriously
deplete the male populaGeneral Hindman oi Arkansas, is among the
tion of our large cities.
prisoners taktmlsii White River. Rev. Joseph
Warren, Chaplain of the 2bth Missouri Regiment was released by order of Gen.
Beauregard.
LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.
He left Jackson, Miss., op the 15th. He reports
that the Suite achives and all public and private
1
Rumored Resignation qf Secretary Stanton—
propertyinre all being removal to Columbus.
Banks to Jill his Place—Convalescent Camp
The Grenada Appeal of the 18th, has the folat FairJ'ax—Gen. Butler Serenaded—His
lowing :—
Determination to Vindicate U. S. Authority
A special dispatch to the Augusta papers from
—Spanish Consul Making Trouble—Butler
Charleston, 10th, nays a severe battle took place
Orders Guerillas Courtmartialed and Shot
—Wtenker Removed—The Rebel Bragg in ; aha Moraingaa Jamas Islam! four miles from
the sila. Kivu regiments of Federala with artilCommand at Corinth—Battle near Charles- I
lery attacked our batteries at Secession villc.—
ton—Rebel* Attack Gen. Hooker’s Division.
Cut Lamar commanded the confederates, and
with a few hundred troops repulsed the eneuiy
New York. June 33.
three times with great slaughter. The enemyThe World's Washington dispatch says an
fought bravely but were defeated. Our vietorv
important rumor is in circulation to-day, to the was
complete. The enemy’s loss is supposed to
effect thas Secretary Stanton is about to decline
be 400, including thirty prisoners
Our loss is
the charge of the War Department, and that
estimated at from fifty to one hundred. Col.
Major General Bauks will take the plaae vacated
Lamar
was wounded.
Capts. Reed, King and
by nim.
St. Edwards, were killed. The attack will soon
The Tribune's despatch says that Colonel C.
be
renewed.
The
confederates
are
much exC. Washburn, in command ot four regiments of
hausted
the previous shelling of the enemycavalry, left Springfield, III., a week ago, to re- day and by
night.
lieve General Curtis, hi Ark.
88 counties gives 21,000 minority against the
A grand convalescent camp has been estab- !
new Constitution.
17 counties yet to hearfrom.
lished at Fairfax Seminary Va., to hold 1000 j
The three negro propositions are adopted.—
convalescent patients Aon the Washington hosBank clause in doubt.
--

1

j

pitals.

effect.

Commander Thorton A. Jenkins has been

or-

dered to the command of the steam
sloop-of-war
Wachuaett, to relieve Commander Gillis. Acting Assistant Paymaster Wm. H. Anderson has
been ordered to the Commodore
Perry.
The Senate to-day in exeentive session, rejected the nomination of Brigadier General Shields
to be a Major General.
Advices at the War Department from General
Halleck, dated Corinth, 22d; snd from General
McClellan's army of Potomac, th'sP. M. Nothing of public interest had transpired.

Philadelphia, June 23.
The summer meeting of sportsmen
opened toda yon Suffolk Park Course. Stake for 3
year
old, mile heats, was won by WestRoxbury; time.
1.49 3-4. 1.53 3-4. Stake fur two mile dash running was won by Pope. Swiftest time, 3.43 1-2.
Trovatore was second. This was a magnificent
race.

Hamiltoi*,

W., June 23.
Duncan & Rogers,
C.

The gram warehouses of
find James Williamson, were burnt
yesterday.—
Only two thousand bushels of wheat was in
them.

Ham-

Work for the Soldiers.—We learn that
the Ladies Committee, at their room, City-

Imposing.—Oor towus-follr

moth

John, and Bertram,

Memphis, June 11.
Col. Slack, still in command here, ordered the
Mayor, Aldermen and Recorder and all other
city officials to take the oath of allegi nice, otherwise they would be arrested and treated us trait-

Westbrook and Brunswick.

—

St.

New England Rooms.
Private Hartlurd, of Co. C, 2d Me. Regiment,
died at the Rooms this morning. The remains
will be sent home by express to-night.
Some 'sOO hundred wounded have arrived at
the Rooms to-d ly, mostly from Fair Oak and
recent skirmishes.
Usual attentive care was
bestowed on them, and many were furnished
transportation this eve by Col. Aluiy.

This is a number of sick persons exthat of the whole population of any
town in Cumberland County, save Portland,

Translation.
Rather an
amusing incident occurred yesterday, at the
works of the Portland Company, In which, bnt
for the mild wind blowing at the time, we
should have had occasion to chonide another
trmilation, as of old. It seems that one of
our down-town merchants essaying to take a
peep through that monster telescope, the mam-

Peel,

The children of school No. 15, of this city.today sent a donation of IfflM) in money, besides
eight boxes clothing, stores, and niceties, for
sick and wounded soldiers, to Col. Howe, for the

ceeding

wishing to view them can do so by visiting
Counting room, at which place they will
reRfldn lbr public inspection the balance of (he
day.
a

burg.

3856.

our

Almost

Arrived, ship Escort, Liverpool. Below, ships

Sir Robert

supply
hospital stores,
such as sheets, shirts, towels, &c., cut out to
be made up, and would be glad to have parties
call and take this work to make up as early os
possible, as urgent calls are now making for
such supplies, in view of the great battle soon
to come ofT. The Washington papers of last
week reported the number of sick soldiers at
fifteen hospitals in that city and vicinity to be

ties

23d.

Randall, Esq., for his own occupancy. This
was once a part of the same estate on which
Messrs. T. C. Hersey and Henry H. Furbish
have also very beautiful residences.

Building,

desk, the

Island !

New You, June 23d.
A Fortress Monroe letter to the Philadelphia
Press says a member of the Governor's Guard
of Richmond, who was captures! at Ashland on
the 19th, states that B'-auregard is second in
command at Richmond, and that a number of
his troops have arrived there.
Arrived, John L. Dim mock, Boston.

lot

a

irons of the martyr, carried
his hearers by the power* of oratory, back to
the blood-stained soil of Harper’s Ferry. Parsacred

McCLFLLAN,

story brick dwelling house has iust been erected
and Is In the course of completion by John

exhibition at this

James

ADVICES FROM IIALLECK, 22d, AND

der a good state of cultivation, they are susceptable of further improvements w hich they
will undoubtedly receive at the hands of the
new proprietor.
Mr. Storer, we understand,
paid *13,000 for the property. On the lot adjoining this, on Spring Street, a first class three

brows.—we

at

INSURRECTION1

IMPORTANT AMENDMENTS TO THE
REVENUE BILL!

This is one of the most beautiful locations in
the city, and although the grounds are now un-

office, through
lady but recently returned
from Martinsburg, the real, original and bonaflde manacles of John Brown, of Harper's Ferry notoriety. These irons were worn by Brown
during his imprisonment, and were forwarded
to this place by Sergeant Atwood, formerly of
this dty, and now Jailor of Charleston, Va., to
certain of his friends residing in this place.
They were given to him by the jailer under
whom John Brown was held in durance,aiid we
will readily, in the face of such respectable evidence, endorse the supposition of their being
indeed genuine, and that they were once the
fetters of the great Virginia agitator. One
thing, in this connection, is certain. On the
first Sabbath of this month
Henry Ward
Beecher delivered from the pulpit a most eloquent discourse, during which he took occasion to prove to his people, affording them occular demonstration, that the manacles and
chains of John Brown, were now in the possession of the North, and, holding up from the
now

the kindness of

Battle

Storer, Esq., has purchased the estate of D. H.
Furbish, Esq., on Danforth and Spring Streets.

viewing the amount of pigs and poultry scattering about, evideucing a fearful slaughter,
and betokenihg an attack to be made somewhere, and upon asking were quietly informed
that the fifty pigs and 500 lbs. of turkies, were
to occupy a very prominent part In the order
of the day for to-day. What a fluttering of
feathers,and squealing of pigs! Good times
coming!
lira

NEGRO

con-

it a structure suited to their future wants and
prospects.
Real Estate Sale.—We learn that H. F

did we

•

---

ARRIVAL OF TWO HUNDRED
WOUNDED SOLDIERS !

gregation which recently occupied Union
Church, having agreed to sell the church property rather than repair the damaged edifice, do
not propose to dissolve their
organization, but
have actually made liberal provision for the future, and their popular pastor, Rev. Henry D.
Moore, will remain with them. For the present they worship in Mechanics’
Hall, morning
and evening, where they have
overflowing congregations. They propose to secure an eligible lot on Congress Street—probably near the
Hall where they now worship—and erect upon

heen several conversions from the ranks of the
School. Remarks were opened by Dr. Robin-

•

Beauregard Second in Command at Richmond!

part will be no small one, in the pleasing effect
of the day.

jy The Anniversary of the Federal Street
School, was fully attended on Sunday evening,
and the large audience seemed to be interested
in the exercises. J. H. Coffin, the Supt. appeared to be an efficient officer, and his report
was very minute and
interesting. The School
is in a flourishing condition; two deaths have
occurred during the past year. There have

approving glance

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

the railroads can be made, and from what we
know of the committee of the order having the
affair in charge, we can assure all, that their

railroad rendered more secure than before.

With a most

TO THE

missioner of internal revenue, under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury.
So much of the set of August last ss
imposes
n direct tax of twenty millions of dollars on
the
United States, shall only be held to authorise
the laying and collection of one tax to that
amount, and no other tax shall be levied under
and by virtue thereof, and until the first of
April, 1865, when the same shall be in force and

MISCELLANEOUS.

BUSINESS CARDS.

NOTICE.

The

TUCKER &

Masons, Congregationalists,

have their hair cut.
June 28,
*lwd

FIRE

J. M. TODD.

WARREN SPARROW,
Middle* cor. sf Exchange 8k,
PORTLAND, 3IE.,

Ofltee 74

Agent

of the

following

his home in that

week.

city,

on

Wednesday

of last

General Butler was serenaded on the 14th inst.
He made a speech, in which he declared that his
feelings towards the South were friendly and
fraternal, but at the same time, he was resolved
as a matter of duty inexorably imposed upon
him, to cirry out the laws of the United States
under all circumstances.
In the suit against the bank of Louisiana, by
a depositor of confederate notea named Durands,
Judge Bell decided that the bank must pay him
in current funds. Gen. Butler sustained the decision.
The Spanish Vice Consul refused to clear a bill
of health to steamer Roanoke, consequently she
did wot stop at Havana. The refusal was in consequence of the Spanish steamer Cardenas being
obliged to stop at quarantine, as appeared in
the correspondence on the eubjeot. Gen. Butler
has referred the matter to the State Department.
There have been no retiel forces near Baton
Rouge, except 200 guerrillas scattered between
that city and Clinton. Gen. W'illiams sent Col.
McMillian of the 31st Indiana regiment with a
guard to scire some property. As they were upon the road they were tired upon by two guerrillas, and Col. McMillian was slightly wounded
with buck shot. The guard fired upon the rascals and killed one and captured the other. Gen.
Williams wrote to Gen. Butler fur instructions.
The General answered as follows :

feet ef Inbaage.
k BECKETT.

near

Portland, Jane 23.

Pattern.
tcislm

dtf

FOURTH OF

JULY,

1860.

FIREWORKS,
Rockets,
Roman

SIGN AND FANCY

Fin-Wheels,
Serpents, At* Ac.

PAINTEB,

-ALSO

Ne. lO EXCHANGE
STREET,

Portland,
8igni

of

me.

And

every drucription executed to order

BRIDGTON,

at

else in tbi*

-AID

MECHANICS’ HALL,

Law,

line.

Erices,

-w—

AT WHOLESALE AND

HALE,

Attorney and Counsellor

HOMESTEADS FDR $20.

everything

-At the Lowest

23_dawtw
DAVID

—

FIRE-CRACKERS, TORPEDOES,

Equitable Fire and Marine Ins. Co.,
June

Candles,

Bengola*,

OLIVER S. BEALE,

Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 9250.000.
Of Providence.
Perfect Security, which ought alwars to be the
first consideration in effecting insurance, is here offered to the public, at the lotrcst rates of premium
adopted by sound and responsible companies.
Office in "Boyd's Building," opposite Tost Office.
dAwtf

Wand., .applied

notice.

CALDERWOOD

YORK STREET, PORTLAXD, ME.

Company,

Cash Capital and Surplus, 9500,000.
Republic Fire Insurance C ompany*
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus. 9312,000.

180 Fere Street

Sugar Refinery,

Of Boston.

New Verb Market.
New Yore. June 23.
Cotton firmer and excited; soles 3000
boles; at 3112
for middling upland.
Flour; State and Western, without decided change
m price; Southern
unchanged; Canada favor* buyers.^
'Vheat opened heavy and cloned firmer.
Chieavo
Spring, 90 *1.1.93: MUwsnkic Chib. 9R n i 04 Winter Red Western, 1.14® 1.15; White West-ern
122Amber Iowa, and Wisco.1.04 ffi 1.08; Red
State,
1.08; Amber Mich., 1.17.
Contle
Mixed Western, 80 @51. for old.
and 46 * 49 for new do.; Yellow
Western, 5fl.
Beef quiet and unchanged.
Pork quiet and unchanged.
Sugar* firm. Muscovado, 7| @ 8J; Porto Rico, 8i ;
•
Havana. 74.

Deniable

tb.

.tore* at the shortest
Order* .elicit, d.

IE

JOHN B. BROWN * SONS,

Insurance Co's:

First Class

National Insurance

Clothiers,

DEALERS

Portland, Jane 23,19£2.

INSURANCE.

PLEASURE PARTIES.
r'XCURS'OMSTS visiting
M-J with

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Of the Mont

RETAIL,

C0NGRES8 ST,

Comer of Caaoo Street,

MAINE.

»‘WTH a BOYD.

(12w

..

once quid; java, zt>.
Molasses quiet. Muscovado, 25.
Freights to Liverpool, nusettled.
Cotton nominal.
Flour 3*.
Grain. M) s Ud for wheal in bnlk and
Mool firm.

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purmmud™1’1 at,en,ion *,' ,0 collection of nil dechased from the Hannibal k St. Joseph Railroad
THE
CITY OF PORTLAND.
bebkbexces:
Hod. J. J. Perry, Oxford,
Company large tract of land In Northern Missouri,
the
town of
cu

a

Hamilton, Caldwell
flourishing
adjoining
County, for farming and manufacturing purposes,

divided their property iuto lots and farms.
They are offerJa to subscribers in shares of 920 each.
with
full information, can be had by calling on
Maps.
and have

June 23.

Have this

IMMENSE

_***(
their

down

are now

prepared
fall

a

T. R.

All

TJsual

Low

LEACH dc

^Prices.

city,

It may well be ptvutlof htsr.aud

speak

for her

more

we

be-

favora-

23

may answer to chew when it
contains nothing more palatable; but we do
propose to reduce the readers of the 1'kess
such a necessity.

“y~The

Boston Poet, In an article referring
New Orleans, says: •'Our soldiers wW
fight
down the bayonets, but our merchants must
is the

This, says the Cwnmerpoint, and in this natshell

•culls.

Erj*.Ill

fig

tf

Atlanta.

iyEr!»t.*to
Sri Prime,. SO

oo
OO
THIRD RACE.
Open to all Barge, and Mean Roata of every doscnption

Watch-Maker,
s. B.—All work being promptly nnd
prreonally attended to, ie warranted to give thorough mtietkctiu»-

1? £'!"•♦.*ioo

C. D. BROWN,
Manning k Brown,

Succewo' to

Bay.

merchant,

EXHIBITION-^*1

AM> WHO LERA LI DEALER IS

WAREHOUSE !
Premium

Blank Book*

of every

FLOl’R, PHODICE. PROVISIOXS’AXD URAIN'TortlRnd, June 23, 19S2.

hand and made to order,
and finish. From our long

can

State.

be found in

dtf

DOLE A

any other establishment in the

Our stock of

Three Bands will be stationed at different points In
the City, and will discourse sweet Music.

GENERAL

Commission

A CORDIAL IRVITATIOR,

merchants,

la extended to mil Militarv, Fire And other Astoeta*
liona And Socfetkw in the StAte. to join with ua in tho

OrdrrY,-niwi!Vor or irrsncements.

Portland, Jane 21, IMS.

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

—

No. 5 Gilt Block Commercial Street,

ANDREW T. DOLE.

June

FRANKLIN

23.

FOURTH OF JULY CELEBRATIOH.

C

I...—.......

--—

...

..

SIGN

Fourth of

rORTLASD,

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,

EXCHANGE STREET. PORTLAND.
dk w3dnfc3dpjul4

A. W. BANFIELD,

CLOTHING.

!

Successor to P. J. Forristoll and Mills A
nsrosTH

BROWN,

FANCY

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery.
YANKEE NOTIONS.

Ready-Made Clothing,

CLOCKS, WATCHES AJTO JEWELRY,

Alto, tbeir entire Intrrrat In Manulheturing and Cantom Department. Having aecnred the aerricea of
Mr. J. E. FOLEY, late Koretnan and Cutter fbr
Meeera C. k K„ they hope to merit a lair ihare of the
patronage bratowed upon tbeir predeeeeeon.

STATION ERT, TOTS. Ac.,
X and (0 Ft dural and 106 Congress Streets,
ADDison w. BisriiLD.

■S Middle St., eyytailc Peat OOce.
June 23, 18*3.

Forristoll,

sxd dialer ik

ENGLISH. FRENCH AND GERMAN,

would say to tbeir friends and the public that they
have purchased of Messrs. C'H ADBOl* RNE k KENDALL, their Stock of

P. J. Fokrist *

4—daw

can

Boston.

be found at

the above place.

June 23.

CHANOfi OF SEASON !
W.f. C.

wly

MEDICAL STORE

BECKETT,

Nferchant

The

Tailor,

131, MIDDLE ST.,
prepared himself bv selections from the New
of Goods recently imported in New York and
Bostou. to meet the requirements of bis customers
Has

Styles

public

aud the

as to

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING
SUMMER 8EASONS !

AND

In his new stock are comprised Fancy Cloths for
Spriug Overcoats ana Business Suits, Rich Black aud

...

THE

46

Ml.

*

miiw

Jewelry, Toy end Fency Goode Storo,

d3m

GARDINER

»**-

KEEPERS*

—

FURNITURE,

HOUSE-KEEPING

w. p.

PAINTER,

June 23.

July,

Just reeel red from Hover A Ssnderson’s "Etna
oratories," at

Half Way Dawa Wlllaw Street,

Parlor,

--

Varied Assortment of Fire-Works fbrth*

A

MOODY.

eedtf

WILLIAM CAPEX,

THE

Corn, Flour and Grain,

dfcwtd

PORTLAND, Ms.

—

—

Engines.

ETENlIie.

MOODY,

j

—

Fire

There will be »n exhibition of Steam Fire Engine*,
under the supervision of the Chief Engineer of tbe
Portland Fire Department, H. C. Barnes. Esq.

on

variety of style
experience, we are enabled to offer to the trade and
our customers better bargains in
quality and prices,
than

Steam

I SIOS ST., Peel la ad.

E.l*kliikr4 ia 18*5.

oo

*ri Prime,
|i OO
DISTANCE FOR EACH RACE TWO MILES.
All the Oarsmen of the Provinces and States are
Invited to compete for the
ehamptaaabip of Casco

jeffltf

Commission

OO

34 Friar,.
ft OO
SECOND RACE.
to
the
four "rgaiu/ed Bout Clubs of this
Open only
City, vi*: North Slur, Young Mechanic, Alpha and

L. J. CROSS,
Pertlaad. Me.

PA PER HANGING

not

to

FIRST RACE.

Open to all. in Wherries and Fancv Boats of every
description, pulled by one man, with one pair of

AND SILVERSMITH.
AJ*°. Denier in Wntche*. Jewelry nod Silver Ware.

—AKD—

SirAn exchange informs Its readers that
“the proof of the pudding is in
chewing the

REGATTA.
A Grand Regatta for Wherries,
Barges, and Race
Boat,, will take place on Back Cove, at 3 o'clock.

Manufacturing Jeweler,

BLANK BOOK ANN STATIONERY,

ble occasion.

bag

dim

141 Middle Street.

t wived

EXCHANGE ST.

ProcessiiJta

T. B. BURNHAM.

St MIDDLE STREET.

23,1S62.

TaMcaai Vlvuta.

The children of the Poblle and
Snnday Schools will
be stationed upon State Street, and
will sine patriotic
and national anthem,, while the
halting. The Tableaux and Music will be nnder the direction of Mr. Thurston.

FLAG.

Portland. Jane 23. 1*2.

ROBINSON,

No.
June

Bt'RBIR.

W1I. II. II. HATCH,
141 Middle Street.
Pertlaad, Me.

our

Excellency,

WASHBURN, Jr.,

Governor of the State.

MIDDLE STREET,

#0

8UN UMBRELLAS,

of which will be sold at

THE

address delivered by His

ISRAEL

rr.

RIXntBRR

<1*0., <l'c., <&c.

pe^tgis,

Bulletin,

fa-

an

SIGN OF THE BIG

VELVET RIBBONS,

should say, were superb,
especially the acting. The lady deserves well of her native

cial

BURNHAM,

MIDDLE IRREET,

EMBROIDERIES.

success.

the Union.”

ProfenlM at 1* e'ctock.

only Room where either of the BurnTHIS
ham*
interested in the Citv. J. U. P. Bi
S» Braadwnj°U *“* Uoom “d *®“* 10 New Tork,

Aim

Xanjoy.

A Procession will be formed nnder the direction
of
( hurlec B. Merrill, Em., Marshal of the
Day, eon.
...Bn* of a Military fcmort, the Portland FVe Depamnent, and Fife Departments of other cities. Sons
of TemiH-rnnce. Mechanics’ Amoeintion. and
Trackmen, and other Association, will escort the
City Goeernment and Inrited nest, through the
principal
streets, lo the Oty Half where theDeclaration of
dependence will be read bv Nathan Webb. ^
Em amt

rOBTLABO.

we

restore

ne

thou, ltitcb

are

PABASOLS

4rth., 1862.

Bell, of all the Ctorebes will be mac at Sanrhe. Noonan,
nn, t. and a National Salute
will
tired at the Mine time from B ram ball and

THE

Photographic Artist,
BO

DRESS GOODS,

MOHAIR MITTS,

£#“We dropped iuto Mechanics Hall last
evening to enjoy the Dramatic entertaioment
prepared by M iss Anna Waite. From causes readily divined, the audience was
small_
not so with the |>erfomianee.
That yto* all
and more than we anticipated. Some

to

rai.no barkkr,

line of

GLOVES.

are

Annirereary

Pertlaad, Me.

ever

HOUSEKEEPING GOODS,

patronage

The

STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
of Widgery'i
Wharf,)

is the

enterprise. The Republican is an able advocate of Republican
principles, and we wish it

lag.”

JULY

MERCHANTS,

(Opposite bead

to offer them at

HOSIERY,

Republican.—We

rehearing on some

GRANITE

Joan LTncH,

will alao And

-OF OCR-

NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE,

-m-

LOWER TRICES than
Ladies

Celebration of the 86th

"Wholesale GKrocers *

STOCK

Jaly 4th, im,

"COD SAVE THE UNlOlf.**

PORTLAND, MX.

JOHN LYNCH * CO.,

Mantillas, Capes. Short Sacks, and Jockeys,
And

July 4th, 1776.

C*r"cr M p*«rl and Federal Sin..

COMMISSION

to notice that this
sterling paper appears this week enlarged and improved. The
Publisher deserv es a liberal
for his

a

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

—or—

pleased

abundant

day marked

THOMPSON,

prepared to receive order* for

In aim oat endless variety,

F. W.
I. B. Bobbins. S. W.
I). W. Oreutt, J. W.
A. P. Wellington, Treasurer.
J. B. Traflon. Secretary.
H. L. Foster. S. I).
E. G. Decker, J. D.
B. T. Durgin, S. S.
James Doyle, J. S.
E. P. Whitney, Tyler.

Macbias

H.

Work.

Marble Chimney Piece*, Monumental
Work nnd
Grindstones.

84 Middle Street,

following officers:—
Smith, M.

The

J.

GOOD NEWS!!

GOOD NEWS!

7th,

with the

Marble
I»

thlp'i ban.
6

Masonic.—Eastern Frontier Longeof Free
and accepted Masons tinder dispensation from
Grand Lodge of Maine, was
organized at Masonic Hall, Fort Fairfield,
Saturday, June

Esq.. Portland,

Luther Billings, Esq., Bridgton.

^dkwlw

dtf

LEACII & ROBINSON,

£y~The house and barn of William Feely
of Mouticello, Aroostook
County, was, with
their contents, destroyed by Are a few
days
since. The neighboring
buildings belonging
to Rev. Mr. Pitcher and Mr. H.
Gould, were
saved only by the most vigorous efforts.

Portland,
tvP'S&L**!
D W. Femendan.

11

aa...

EDWARD SHAW* Agent*
102 31iddle Street, Portland.

Stock* are dull and lower. U. g. glxes
18.81. RexMered. lXBJi l.g.tilxea, 18.81. Coupon*. 108: r.
18.i4, Coupon*, y»Sj; Treasury, 7J-10,

1862,

_

lies all the argument of restoration.
■STATIONERY
WasmttoTox, June 23.
“We would not prosecute the war to mileThere were in all, 315 amendments to the InIs selected with the greatest care from the best For; ternal Revenue or Tax bill. The
House having jugate the rebel States, but rather to restore
eign and American Houses, and embraces every artiA travelling circus nuisance passed
j through its Committee of Conference,
receded
them to the Union,” say some of our Democle needed for public offices, Counting Houses and
through our city the other morning, with the
from 253, and the Senate through its managers
usual parapheranlia of lank beasts and lazy,
private usee, and at lowest prices.
cratic friends. “I will not kill thee, nor harm
front sixteen of them, the remainder became a
clownish performers.—{Halloweli Gazette.
thee,” said the Quaker to the vicious dog, “hut
I subject of compromise, as embodied in the joint
ROOM PAPE R8
report, which was immediately adopted in the
Wonder who’s been plaguing the usually
I will hold tlier- under water until the breath
House, while in the Semite the following named
placid editor of the Gazette. Didn’t the “lazy,
leaves thy hoday!”
members voted against it :—Messrs. Allen of III.,
Of every variety, quality and price, embracing all
clownish performers” send in the tickets •
Broroe of Rhode Island, Johnson, Norton, Nu t
the various styles of gold papers manufactured, toThe Oxford Demorrat asks if any one
1 gen, Fendleton, hhiel, Styles, White of Ohio,
with a full stock of 8atint, mediums and comA Long Month.—We notice aa advertisecan name a remedy, or a means to
W'icklilf and Wood. Tlie bill only awaits the
destroy the gether
mon papers—the largest stock to be (bund in this
President’s approval to become a law, and is to
ment in one of our city cotemporaries, dated
(lies and grubs that are so abuudani this seamarket, at lowest market prices. School Books of
take effect on the first of August. The Commisson.
An effectual mode of destroying these
May 871b, 1M1
sioners of internnl revenue are to receive $400
every kind in use at wholesale prices.
Custom
House
will
The
be
Z3T~
open to-day,
pests is to take a kettle of common tar, boil it
per annum. Among the most important amendments to the bill, are the following :—
HALL L. DAVIS,
from 12 M. to 2 P. M.
over a coal fire, set it near the infected fruit
On all mineral coals, except such as are known
trees or dowering shrubs, and then—catch the
Cruelty to Animals.—A fiend in “store
to the trade as pea coals and dust coal, 3 1-2
53 Exchange Street.
cents per ton, provided, that for all contracts for
flic* and Immerse them in the content*.
clothes” was noticed, on Saturday afternoon
Port laud June 23, 1962.
lease for co.il lands made licfore the first of April,
last, whipping a jaded horse in a most unmerQuick Time.—The Kentuckians are some
1802, the lease shall pay the tux.
CONGRESS STREET SEMINARY,
on “fast nags.”
ciful manner. The poor animal made a hearty
On the 9th last. H. P. McTobacco—Cavendish, plug, twist, fine-cut and
FUR YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.
manufactured
tobacco
of
all
\
not
Grath's
b.
f.
at
his
a
and
had
he
torn
from
ran
have
it
mile at Lexingdescriptions,
Mammona,
snap
arm,
including snuff, cigars and Btnuking tobacco ton. in one minute and forty-four seeomls,havhis body, the next brute coming within reach
prepared with all the stems in or made excluMis* E. L. Whittier,
Principal.
of his displeasure would have fared the bettering beaten llie quickest time yet recorded by
sively of stems valued at more than thirty cents
15
cents
valued
nt
sum
not
a quarter of a second.
“A merciful man,” Ac.
per pound,
;
Can Maine beat that?
any
AUTUMN SESSION *01 comment* Sept.
exceeding 30 cents per pound, 10 cents per
8th, and Continue 15 weeks.
The Houlton Times states that the citiPickpockets and “Rakes.”—Passing up
Head Quarters, Department of tiie Gclt, )
Prior to July list, full information can be obtained
pound ; smoking tobacco prepared with all the
of
the
New Orleans, June 12, 1802.
stems in, 5 cents per pound ; snuff manufacturzens of that enterprising town are making a
rrinoi|**)> 349 Congress Street. Hours from
J
Middle street, yesterday, we were somewhat
8 to 1 o’clock, except Saturdays. After that time aped of tub:icco ground dry or damp, 30 cenrs per
General :—You ask what iihall be done with
liberal subscription to present Cai-t. H. IL
alarmed at the large number of rakes upon
plication mar be made at 40 State Street.
guerrillas? They should be captured, tried at pound ; cigars valued at not over five dollars Putxam of the Maine
2awl0w
Portland, June 23. 1862.
that great thoroughfare; and we mentally reCavalry, w ith an elethe drumhead by military commission, and shot,
per thousand, $1.50 per thousand', valued at
over five and not over ten dollars per thousand,
solved to give the public warning, by this meevery man ; their houses burnt, their property
gant sword. Capt. P. is now at home on a
ALBERT W EBB St (O,
two dollars per thousaud ; valued at over $10
and every means taken to show them
furlough, but will rejoin his company in a few
dium, to beware of ill-doers in the shape of destroyed,
and not over $20 per thousand, $3.50 per thousthat they are enemies of the human race ; not
DU LIBS IX
days.
pickpockets, who will no doubt be on the qui soldiers, but murderers and land pirates. There and.
is only one way in which you can err towards
On all cloth and all textile or knitted or felted
rite to-day, with their accustomed dexterity.
The people of Portsmouth are to celefabrics of cotton, wool, or other materials, bethem, and that is by a want of severity.
The rakes, we since learn, are to be sent to the
brate the approaching anniversary of our Nafore the same has been dyed, printed, bleached,
HF.AD OF MERRILL'S WHARF,
By order of Gen' Butler.
and
the
to
if
A
the
letter
in
Tribune
Gen.
or
country,
Btcnker has
pickpockets jail,
caught,
says
prepared in any other manner, a duty of 3 tional Independence.
Cemaerelal
Pertlaad« Me*
Street*
been
removed
Gen.
Fremont
for
ad
valorem.
On
and
after
October
by
insolence,and
per centum,
caught, CAUGHT.”
Veuy Puoi-eh.—We learn that all carriages
JcMtf
Gen. Carl Schurz appointed in his place.
next, a mx oi nan a cem snail t>e pam on cotI
will
lie
Pobtland Society of Natural Histon.
Whenever a duty ia imposed upon any arkept out of the streets on the route of
SAMIEL ADLA.V, Ir.
ticle moved for consumption or sale, it shall apCorinth, June 22.
the procession during its passage, to-day.
toby.—We are authorized to say that the hall
It ii positively ascertained that Beauregard
-DEALER IS
ply to such articles as are manufactured not after
of the Society, No. 150 Congress street, will
has turned his command over to Bragg. On the
the first of July next. No duty is to be levied
To Correspondent*.
OlN.arrA.loor*
b* open to the public, free of charge, to-day,
15te he left for Montgomery, where he arrived
upon any sales by judicial or executive officers,
-ASDon the 27th, accompanied only by his personal
We desire to Ik- ili»UnetIy understood that
from 9 A. M-, until 0 P. It. Among the recent
making auction sales by virtue of a judgment of
staff, and left fur Richmond.
any court not public sales made by executors or
we shall give onr correapondents the
additions to the collection is a plank from one
“largest
L
I TsT
administrators.
Two reports have been received here, one that
of the mammoth trees of California, 11 feet
liberty,” consistent with the management of
he goes to take command, the other that he goes
Whiskey 20 cents per gallon. No tax on rectified or mixed liquors. The tax on on watches
such a paper as we intend ours to be. At the
explain the evacuation of Corinth. The latlong and 6 feet 5 inches wide, presented by to
and piano-fortes is stricken out.
ter report is considered the most probable, as it
same time our readers will understand, one
Importer and Dealer in
Capt. E. C. Soule of Freeport.
On all horned cattle 18 months old slaughtered
has been knowu for some time that Beauregard
for all, that the editors will not be responsible
for
30
cents
a
on
and
Davis
were
on
terms.
all
calves
and
cathead;
sale,
antagonistic
car- Extra trains will be run to-day over
tle under that age slaughtered for sale, 5 cents
for ull views and opinions correspondents may
several of the roads leading to this city, for the
Fortress Monroe, June 23.
ahead; and on all hogs exceeding six months
triluDia Van, Table Calien, awl Plated Tare,
advance.
accommodation of persons wishing to attend
for
The Metamoro arrived from City Point last
old, slaughtered
sale, when the number thus
..4.
And a General Assortment of
of
the
21st
contain
exceeds
in
one
10
Richmond
the Masonic celebration and the Congregationslaughtered
papers
twenty
any
year,
night.
Missouri Land (’ompary.—Wp call the attention
cents a head.
brief accounts of a bloody battle on Monday
GOODS.
al State Conference.
of our reader* to the advertisement of the above comSteam railroads and steamboats pay 3 per
last between five federal regiments and a battery
SyThe Courier, of this city, learns thnt of parrot guns and parts of four confederate centum. Railroads using other power than j pany, which ha* been formed by reliable business
attention of purchasers is invited to the large
men.
steam, and ferry boats, 11-2 per centum; and
Advantage* are obtained by it that are worth
regiments and a battery. The battle lasted all
and desirable stock of House-keeping Goods now
$1000 were contributed in Kennebuuk, a few
toll bridges 3 per centum on the gross amount
in store, as above, comprising as it docs nearly every
day, with heavy loss on both sides. Charleston
to Hi mem hers than any homestead law ConMfVt
1
article
days since, to the fund of the Sanitary Com- Mercury feared the battle would be renewed next of all receipts.
usually needed iu the Furniture and ('rockery
pH* ean adopt; and those wishing laud* that will
For every passport issued from the office of
Departments. Being one of the largest stocks in the
mission.
day, and expressed apprehensions for the safety
rise iu value, should not fail to subscribe for
rapidly
cau tiud almost any variety of rich,
State,
purchasers
the Secretary of State, 93. When arrival gains
of the city in consequence of the great exhausone or more shares, and receive a map with fall inmedium aud low-priced goods, suited to their differtion of the Ssuthern troops and the loss of many
profit or income exceed the sum of 9^009 but ! formation;
wants.
ent
Municipal Court.
affording, as the company does, a flue opnot 91000, a
officers.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a comduty of 3 per cent, of the amount portunity of securing* valuable farm at a very small
BEFOBE HIS HONOR, JUDGE LANE.
of the first. If the income exceeds 91000 a duty
Gena. Evans and Pemberton complimented the
plete outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
and loss of time usually atteudiug a selection of this
of 5 per cent on all over 9000.
expense. The company has purchased a large tract
i troops on their bravery in standing under the
Monday, June 23,1862.
kind; and the subscriber is contideut that, combining
of laud in tbe richest county in the State, and adjoinOn telegraphic dispatches or messages, when
tqield of our gunboats and batteries. The fight
as he does the various brauches of house-fur uisbiug
Peter Towle was arraigned on a charge of
was within four miles of Charleston, and from
the charge for the first ten words does not exing the most flourishing town on the liannibal aud St. I business, be cau offer goods at prices that will not
an editorial in the Mercury I should think the
ceed 20 cents, 1 cent; when the charge for the ; Joseph Railroad, which runs through 'Northern MisMI of proving satisfactory on examination.
drunkenness and disturbance, “Wine Is a
rebels had been cut off from retreat from James
first 10 words exceeds 20 cents, 3 cents. Each i souri. These lands are laid out into lots and farms,
in
mocker, and strong drink b raging,
198 and 140 Middle Street, Portland.
Islands by our gunboats. If this is so Charlespolicy of insurance or other instrument, by
among which arc a large number of farm lots, ranging
Jam 33. 19B.
ton must fall.
tltf
whatever name the same shall be called, by which
consequence of which Towfc was told to“punfrom ten to eighty acres each, and each share entitles
made
or
renewed
insurance
shall
be
upon propglc down” the toll, to the amount of $3 and
the holder, by warrantee deed, to one lot iu the genof any description, whether against perils
SPIRITS TURPENTINE.
June 22.
erty
Louisville,
costs, which were paid with as cheerfol a spirit
eral distribution, which is made as soon as the shares
Steamer Adelaide brought down the wives of
by the sea or by fire, or by other peril of any are sold. The selection of these lands has been made T^ATRONA SPIRITS TURPENTINE.—We Invltt
as the circumstances would permit of.
Senators Wilkinson and Harlan, who have'prokind, made by an Insurance Company or its
In a trial of the Natrona Turpentiuc from all paintceeded to the White House to visit the army
by competent judges, and they are not surpassed in
Patrick Claneey, for the same offense, was
ers, for either House or Ship work, inside or out. It
agents, 25 cents.
is
and
minister
to
out.
the
The
one
is
stricken
In
raasick
wounded.
of
dollar
of
central
and
tax
free from smelt, with flat equal to spirits, evaposoil,
climate,
position,
hospitals
dog
building
point
relieved of the sum of $3 and costs, which berates no fbster, and for Blind Work cannot be excellYesterday the rebels opened upon Gen. Hooker's
computing the allowance or drawback upon ar- ! terial, coal, aud in fact every advantage that could be
ed.
It works kqual to the common spirits on all
handed
over
in
a
ing
advance with shell, but did no serious damage.
ticles manufactured exclusively of cotton when
very graceful manner, the
kinds of painting, or in Oil Cloth manufacturing
required for fanning or manufacturing purposes.
law declared itself appeased. Go, Patrick Geo Hooker answered from our principal new exported, there sholl be an allowance in addition j! The cost of a share is but twenty dollars, and can be As evidence
of the excellence of the article, the uuto the three per cent, duty which shall have been
batteries which have just been completed, the
dersigned can refer to numbers of the first painters
and sin no more.
made in easy payments, and it must of necessity bring
of Boston and vicinity, if desired.
shells of which were seen to burst among the
pftid on said article, a drawback of five mills ; the holder
what is worth hundreds, and in time may
Solomon Foster was brought to the bar on
rebel attacking party by persons in one of Prof.
111 ARLES TOPPAN.
per pound in all cases where the duties imposed
be worth thousand* of dollars. All the member* are
Lowe's balloons, causing the rebel artillerymen
by this act upon the cotton used in the manufrea charge of larceny.
The evidence not provAgent for New England, 40 Fulton St., Boston.
and
aud
no ono
ture thereof has been
the
interested,
to retire.
Our men are represented asenthustasequally
mutually
oertaiuly
previously paid,
sale bv Banker it Carpenter, Merrill k Brother,
ing sufficient, he was allowed to depart with tic in view of the prOapect of a great and deck- amount of the allowance to be ascertained in who can will fell to purchase at least out share—{Cin* For
6. J. Parkin! k Co., Iwland, tad Chat. F. Potter,
all the honors of Wtt.
such manner as may be prescribed by the Cdmclnnati fre*.
sire battie.,
JuneOwlm
August*.
at

AKD

ARE
or

WEBSTER,

Fashionable

REST OF MANKIND.
requested-to call at Todd's, corner of Middle
and Exchange Streets, up stairs, to get shaved
AND THE

AMUSEMENTS.

For Dress and Frock ( oats,
substantial fabrics.
Plain aud Fancy

er

embracing

Elegaut

lion to the

An Act to nnthorite the
of medical
storekeepers and chaplains of hospitals.
He it enacted bn the Senate and Ht>H*r nf Rrprrtentative* qf the I 'nited State* qf America in <<>*</ret*
n**embltd. That the Secretary of War be authorized
to add to tin* medical department of the army mrdi! cal storekeepers, not exceeding six in number, who
shall have the pay aud emoluments of military storekeepers in the quartermaster's department, who shall
lie skilled apothecaries or druggists, who shall giro
the bond and security
by existing laws for
I military
in the quartermasters departI meat, and who shall be stationed at such poiuts as
j the necessities of the army may require: Provided,
That the provisions of this act shall remain in force
only during the continuance of the preseut rebellion.
1
Approved, May V). 1*81.

appointment

storekeepers

FANCY BROADCLOTHS
qualifies of French and German,

the nicer
as well as the cheapBlack aud Colored,

II.

DOESKINS!

GENTLEMEN S FURNISHING GOODS.

•.•Coat

especially

invited.

and vest makers wanted

dtf

MAHHOOD-How Lott! How Restored!
Just

published,
r&icz

in

a

sealed

Envelope

six t £>TS.

LECTURE ON TIIE NATURE. TREATMENT
AND RADICAL CURE of Spermatorrhoea or
Weakness. Involuntary Emissions, Sexual
DebUitv, aud Impediments to Marriage generally,
Nervousness, Consumption, Epilepsv aud Fits; Mental and Physical Incapacity, resulting from SelfAbuse. Ac -By ROB T J. CULVERWELL. M D..
Author of the Green Book, Ac.,
**

A Bseu

is

Thsusaads of Suffrrrrsi**

York, Pott Owe*. Box, 4686.
June 13.

IsimdAw

are

the regulations which wil|

1. A board of not less than three medical officer*
will be assembled by the Secretary of War to examine such
as may. by him, be authorised to
appear t**iore it.
1 Candidates, to be eligible to examination, shall
be uot less thau twenty-live years or more than forty
vears of age; shall
possess sufficient physical ability
to perform their duties satisfactorily; aud shall prosent with their applications satisfactory evidence of
good moral character.
3. Candidates will be required to pass a satisfactory
examination in the ordinary brmnchesof a good English education, in pharmacy »«d materia roedica. and
to give proof that they |m*s***ss the requisite business
qualifications for the |**>ition.
4. The board will report to the Secretary of War
the relative merit of the candidates examined, and
they will receive
accordingly.
will
6. When appointed, each medical
be required to give a bond in tbe amount of 94X000
before he shall be allowed to enter on the performance of his duties.
Br order of the Secretary of War:
L. THOfcAS. Adjutant General.
A Board of Medical Officers for the examination
of applicants will be convened in the city of Washington on the first day of July, to coutiuoe in session
one month.
Applications to appear before the Board should bu
addressed to the Secretary of War.

appointments

A

Seminal

sent under seal, in a plain cuvelope, to any address,
postpaid, on receipt of six cents, or two |*osfage
stamps, by Dr. CU. J. C. KUNE. 127 Bowery, hWW

following

applicants

|
!

Portland, June 28, DM2.

The

required

govern the appointment of medical storekeepers under the first section of the foregoing act of Congress:

Of a great variety of patterns. VESTINGS of all
the varieties that the market affords—Silk, flllll. Linen, and Cotton— luauy rare and unique styles.
Also
an a-sortment of the ulcer qualities of

To all of which attention is

following

extract of an act of Congress in reiaappointment of Medical Storekeeper* I*
published for the information of persona desirous of
applying for such * position:

I

I

storekeeper

Surgeon General's Office, June A Id®.

_POETRY._
The Mourner A-La-Mode.
BY JOHN Q
mw

SAXE.

Her shawl was as sab’e as night;
Aiid her glo.es weie as back as her shawl—
Ai d her jewe's, that tlaslied in the light,
We»e b ack as a iuieial pall;
Her lobe bad the hue of the rest,
(How* nicely it lifted her shape !)
And the grief that was heaving lier breast
Boiled over in billows of crape!
What tears of vicarious woe
That o’.se might have sullied her
Weie kindly permitted to flow
In ripples of ebony lace!
While even her tan, in its play,
Had quite a lugubiious scope,
And seemed to be w aving away
The ghost of the angel of Hope!

face,

But rich

as the robes of a queen,
she wore;
Was the sombre
I'm certain I never had seen
Such a sumptuous sorrow before;
And 1 cou dn’t help thinking the beauty,
In mourning the loved and the lost,
Was doing her cm Jugal dutv,
Altogether regaidless of cost!

apparel

of devotion
vast an expense,
Betia'ed an excess 01 emotion
That was reaMy someth ii a immense;
Ai d vet as I viewed at my leisure,
Those tokei s ot te* der legaid,
I ti.ou {litIt is sea ce without measure—
The sorrow that goes by the > ard!
won

Fenoi rood at

d

rav

so

Ah ! giief is a curious passion ;
Ana >ouis— 1 am sorely an aid.
The very next phase of the fashion
Will And it Mgim.ing to tade.
Though dark are the shadows of grief,
The morning will follow the night.
Hall tints wilt betoken relief,
Till Joy shall be aymbolled in white!

Ah!—well! ft were idle to quarrel
With fashion, or ought she may do;
And so I conclude with a moral
new:—
And
When mrtu/rr come handsomely out
The
is saiest, they say ;
And the sorrow is mildest, no'doubt,
That works in a similar way!

Waverly Magazine.
Jue*
love

Jane is the time when painters
To bid the glowing canvas speak;
To paint the fleecy crouds above.

And trace the smile ou Nature s check.
The green hills in the sunset dye
Whereon the peaceful cattle lie.
The twilight with its cieeping grey.
And lui a with its silvery ray,
Are subjects for the painter’s eye.

June is the time when poets love
To wake tlieir sounding lyre;
Though rot to sing of woifd above,
Or of the comet’s flashing fire.
But gentle as the bieatli or June.
To sing of flowery liiMs and plait s,
Ai d brooklets dai cing light and free.
With joytul otes, on to the sea.
Sweet as the waibier’s gentle stiain.
June Is the sweet at d dreamy time
When, ’t ea»h the fiagiant chestnut
The lover by the maiden's side
Pledges in love his voulhtul vow.
Jut e is the time when pools dieam.
And hesper turns his silver* beam
Of saining beauty, o’er the bieast
Of ocean’s ca m.y sleeping cost;
Then points auay to lieaveu serene.

bough.

—

Skedaddle.
The shades of night were falling fhst.
As thiough a Southern village
A voufh, who bore, not over nice,
A banner with the ga* device,
SktdaddU *

parsed,

His hair was red ; his toes beneath,
1 coped, like at. acorn liom its sheath,
While with a nighlei ed voice be sung
A burden stiai ge to Yankee tongue,

Skrdaddlt!

He

saw no household fire,
sain his tod or

Might

where be

hominy ;

Bey oi.d the Co- tiii’eras siioi ei
And lrom his .ins ercai ed a groan.
Skedaddle

tcai cifd jtmon raid,
*<J, May,
“Ai*' oi. ci# bo«om te*’ \odi bed !’*
T' e Ocioiooi rle wii kid l.ei e\e,
l ot Mill l.e ai micird with a Mat),

Skedaddle

“Beware M’CV'an, Buc’l ai d Bark*,
Bewaie oi lii' wk’f ccadty >ai k*!“
Tbir wan the p ai tet V 'art good ight.
The cl.ap lep icd. at out ol tight,
Skedaddle .*
At da* ol bieak. ar ie\eia* bm*.
f »om Man e, New Yoik, ai d lUiroii,
Weie tuovit.g unit I waid. ii tl.e air
They heaid then* acoei if ol dctiiiir,
Skedaddle
A chap wa* loui d, ai d at hie ride
A bolt e. tin wn.g l ew I e died,
gtdJ riipii g ii I.if I ai o oi ice
TLat LaLi.er with tl e ftiai.ee oevice,
Skedaddle!
There in the twilight thick ai d gray,
Coi tide’ab v p'aied out I e a> :
Ai d
ti e lapm, giir ai d thick,
A voice ieil like a locket Mick,

'iliiuuuti

Skedaddle

—I Vanity Fair.

"miscellaneous.
TL© Sacl.ki and
SEtijr.
“What shall I do?" And the old bachelor
about
the
stamped
sitting ro«m in a pertect i
rage ol dcclt, l<< king Kim at the Labe in the
little will. w-ciad)e, and then at the
busy !
French clock on the mantle-shelf.
“Aa sure as my name is Josep h Phelps, that i
baby, that little two-listed, large-lunged neph- j
ew of mine, I* about
waking, and it wants one
whole hour of the time which its mother
apfor
her
return.
pointed
Whew! I actually
about
it.
sweat, thinking
Wbat can I do with
It—how can I treat it to sugar what-d’ye-eall- I
’em*, or hold it, or trot it. or do anything with
At this juncture a faint wail from the
babyreceptacle brought bachelor Josep h to his taps.
Vith energy and alacrity that would not ill
|
lecome a husband aud a ha
by tender, he commenced rocking the cradle,
sending the indig- I
nant baby Into a perfect tremor of kicks and
Backward
and
squalls.
iorward, from one side I
of the pillow to tile other, the round, red face

rolled; the inlant’s fists clenched with
that

purpled them; while
plump throat cam.- a cry that

a force
from the white,
scut the bachelor

wild with fear.
Again Joe looked at the clock.
“Hhat in the deuce can i do?" he exclaimed, viewing wolhUy the little inflamed face before him.
He sat dow n in a big chair before the
baby,
spread a double cradle-quilt over his knees,
and with a look of terror
upon his face proceeded to take the baby from his
resting place.
He drew the young hopeftit into his
lap. just
as a very neat old
lady w ould pick up a pocket
with
his
handkerchief,
thumb and lingers. A
fresh yell from the rosy mouth of the baby was
th>. rinlr
s

ed tnc*

“It

».*

---

.1_..

no

CIIIIIIIHIU

neveNHrt^fashloD-baby-troL

be ftoim'tliing in
pricking blm.—
Shoo! Shoo! said Joe,
cominenciug a rearcb
for the aggravating pin that was
driving the
child into such a rage. But no
pin was to be
found, and be made an attempt to turn baby
over; but oh! the clumsiness of his flngers-L
the little eel-like lorm slid out of his
lap to the
floor, sending forth a cry that was •louder,
clearer, deadlier, than before.’
“Lord save me! I've broken its neck!” was
the exclamation as lie picked
baby up. and in
the agony of dispair tried to
quiet him. A
thought struck Joe. He saw a busuue hangthe
wall
of the adjoining bedroom
ing against
and with a smile of delight
upou his countenance, he went for it. Sure enough, there it
was, stuffing, bodice, and all. and a real monument of feminine
ingenuity. He w as w iid with
joy. He pinned it over his coat, and fastened
the sleeves behind him. He took
baby and
laid its head against the false breastwork.
“Shades of southern plantations and cotton
factories! exclaimed Joe, as baby rooted its
nose into it about a mile, then
cuddled down
for a snooze. Then the bachelor commenced

singing

“Women ate stl a An ting show';
For mm/* ddupint. •'ivci.;
Wlieu ti (**d w»Ui btm. m.d stuffed with tow.
Tuey look quite well—**
A tap upon the door
stopped Joe in the midst
of his suggestive song; and before lie had time
to disarray himself, the door was
opened, and
a
roguish laughing pair of eyes peered in upon him.
“Your sister is not at home, is she?" chirruped the visitor.
“No ms am,’ stammered
Joe, growing very
red in the face; “and 1 have turned nurse."
Miss Hayes laughed: ottered to relieve him
of his charge, which lie w
illingly consented to,
sitting near by, the while. Intently watching
her. She managed baby to a charm w ithout
the bosgue, and Joe was captivated.

Joseph Phelps married Pauny Haves—upon

my word he did.

Jtyjf

Of the Introduction of Masonry into Maine, and the
100th Anniversary of Portland Lodge, So. 1, on St.
John's Day, Tuesday, JuneTAth, 1302.

was

a

PBOQKAMMK.

Street,

cmiu

was IUI

a

moment

iurneu

their several Halls of Assembly in that Building.
At 9 o’clock they will be received by the Knights

Templars,

Second

Lodge*

a woman could talk out of the two
of her mouth ;rt the same time there
would be it gyettf. deal said on both sides.

it

til

IIP

Commandery

aud

see

them.

of

Bro’s Otis Cutler and K. W.

Gage, Aids.
Fourth Division—Sir Kt. William J. Lord, Aid.
Band.

Commander}'

of

Knights Templar.

Master Masons according to seniority, with
Bro’s 11. A. Wj man and Albion Keith, Aids.
Fifth Division—Sir Kt. Henry U. Fuibish, Aid.

Lodges

of tile
our

school-children,

streets

Let but

from school.

ing eyes fall upon the

a

as

they

their way to and
glance of their laughon

care-worn

then bestow

a

smile in return for the many

which

they greet us, and we shall experience a l>etter spirit, and a stronger impulse
to combat courageously with the stem vicissitudes of daily life.
A I.akoe Onion.—“Do you call them large
turnips
“Why, yes. they are considerable large.”
“They may be for turnips, but they ure nothing to an onion I saw the other day.”
“And how large was the onion
“O, a monster; it weighed forty pounds.”
“Forty pounds I”
“Yes. and we took off the layers, and the
sixteenth layer went completely round a demijohn that held four gallons!”
“What a whopper.

“You don’t mean to say that Llic?”
“O, no; what a whopper of an onion, I

of

Commandery of Knights Templar.
Chapters Royal Arch Masons according to seniority,
with

Comp. George Warren, Aid.
Arch Chapter of Maine.
Grand Chapters of Koval Arch Masons.
Other Masonic Organizations.
Sixth Division—Sir Kt. Geo. H. Chadwick, Aid.
Band.

Royal

Grand

Orand
At

Consumption, Asthma.

Chronic Bronchitis. Nervous
Prostration, Genera) lability. Dyspepsia. Scrofula. Marasmus, Loss of Appetite. Seuralgia,
Female Complaints, and all Disorders of
the Nervous and Blood Systems.
This remedv has obtained a great reputation for
most Extraordinary Curl* in all Stages of
Consumption. It is recommended by many thousand Physician* in the United States and Europe—
having been used with results unparallelled iu the an-

a

XLI—ending July 29, 1863—being

the

appointed,
procession will
down Congress Street to India, down India to
Middle, up Middle to Free, up Free to High, down
High to Danforth, up Danforth to State; on State
Street the procession will halt fifteen miuutes; thence
it will proceed to Cougress Street, down Congress to
move

the

City

Hall.
EXERCISER IN CITY HALL.

The Rostrum will be
and Grand

Chapters.

Arch and Master

occupied by
The body of

Lodges
by Royal

the Grand
the Hall

Masons, and the Proscenium by

Knights Templar.
2.

by Portland Band—National Anthem.
Invocation.

8.

Introductory

1. Music

by

Remarks

M. W. Josiah

H.

Drummond, Grand Master of Maine.
4. Music by the Baud—Auld Lang Syne.
6. Historical Remarks in relation to the

Introduc-

Masonry into Maine, and the formation of
Portland Lodge No. 1, by W. Moses Dodge, Master
of Portland Lodge.
6. Music by the Band—Star Spangled Banner.
7. Oration—by Rev. Bro. E. C. Bolles.
8. Doxology—to be sung by the Audience.
tion of

9. Benediction.

leaving the

procession will be formed
in its original order, and will move up Congress to
Elm Street, through Elm to Cumberland, down Cumberland to Franklin, through Fraiklin to Cougress,
down Congress Street to the Pavilion.
In the evening there will be a Promenade Concert
at New City Hall, to which the Masonic Fraternity
and their ladies are cot dial!} invited.
On

Hall the

Doors open at 7} o'c’ock.
tir No one will be admitted
Piomei ade

Concert,

without

a

T. J. Murray.
I ortiRi.u, July

the Collation
Tickets

or

free,

Most* G. Palmer,
Samcll h vi e.
< HARL1 B SAMPSOX,
I HAKMB M llut,
I LT> R II. I HOST.
I- RAXKLIX l.OBINAOX,
Si WALL W ATI FHOt'BE,
I UA1ILIB ll. XTCAUT,
tommitttt.

9,1862.

Perpetuation

a

year and

columus of this paper.
This paper is devoted to the diffusion of moral, religious, educational, and such otlrer intelligence as
pertains to the welfare of society.
Its foreign aud domestic news is made up to the
hour (Monday noon) of going to press, and is sufficiently general to meet tire wants of those who take
no

otfrer paper.

The

fourth

page is

appropriated to

the most inter-

esting Literary, Scientific, and Commercial miscellany that can be gathered.
It has a department expressly for Children. It is
intended to be a safe family newspaper; with nothing

to nflend the most fastidious—neither cherishing a
morbid appetite, nor catering to a perverted taste.
We do not claim for it that it is the sMdt, the largest, the Metres!, even the be$t paper in the world: or
that the Chuich and State would fall without it.
We claim for tire Mirror that it is a Christian
paper.
It aims to be a true reflector of Bible
aud
piactice; and in the correction of moral evils and the
renovation of Society, to hold forth the true remedy.
It ran be said of
that while its correspondence is not meagre, its
of news and compact
items of interest is inferior to that of no other paper,
and its abstiact of valuable articles in American aud
Foreign Quarterlies has supplied a place not filled by
anv other religious print.
If any want a pai>er that can safely be a companion
on the Sabbath, that gives an unprejudiced view of
public affairs, that aids to be a transcript of the age
w ithout identify
ing itself with its errors, that chronicles to mil uteri ess religious and revival news, that
holds dimly the doctrir.es and piactice of a proteatant Christianity ai d can be safely put into the har ds
of the young, we ask them to take the Christian
Mirror.

principle

of the L'nlon.

It is evidently the positive determination of
a vast majority ol the j eoj le ol this
Repul lie
that the Cuion shall continue whole and nn- !
and
the
which
this
rebellion
Iirokeu,
misery
has entailed most make men anxious to adopt
every ) recant ion wtiiih may tend to tender a

impossible.

recurrence
one

Ft cm Pioiessors iu Bowdoin College.
Other papers, ptib’islied out of the limits of the
State, ate ineiul; but they cat not be expected to take
the )> aci ai d to iu fill a.l the objects oi a paper | ublisl ed aatoi g ouise've*. The Mirror is wen ki own
to our
peop'e, at d I a> been cot ditched by
M>. Lotd, its piesei t editor, with eanest ll.iistian
fidelity, with a fish riegtee oi ability ard at the-sine
time in such aroai ei as to biii g to light ai d to cherish those »yca: ielieJoii».»v mpatl iesai a inter eats, which
can be reftrhed only by a j a| er published in the State.

ir'ipious

From Rev. l)i. C'liicketing.
necessity lor two |a|>eis having ceased, we
ought to lae oi e taken in a.i oui cl.uicles-. a- good
a* you at d a hut died contnhutots can make it.
The
imvst patriotic ai d hbei fy moving among us cam ot
romp am ot its toi e in these stirring tunes; ai d I
sometime* h most wish I were compelled to
rely upon
your weekly Miinmarv instead oi leading n» many exciting details in the daily papeis. You tel, u» what we
lew.iy need to know; aLd a great many things that
All

knows that the noxious dogma of
Every
rights, as inter) it ted by a class ol Southern politicians, was the | rinci) id lever used by
the couspiritois to rtiect their object. The absurd assertion ol a | aramount Slate allegiance
State

used to seduce many weak

men

into the

conspiracy; and we hate it on Gen. Scott’s authority, that the same experiment was made
on him.
Evidently the tendency of this war

we

ought

to do.

order.

unsurpassed,

and

always

And

any article

And

rapidly

THE ORLY SURE CCEE

For

ln*

to

for

each, at

onr

1ST. I. Ivl itoh. ell’s,
1S7 MIDDLE STREET,-:- MUZZET BOW.

MEDICAL TESTIMONY.
"We believe it to be. in the treatment of Sperma-

Je28eoddhwtf

torrhoea as near a specific as auv medicine can be.”
—II. Keith, M. D.—American Journal of Medical
Science.

Union

I have found them all that could he desired. Their
effect has been truly wonderful. I used them iu a
case of .Spermatorrhoea of loug standing which has
been under treatment for years. I think three boxes
will complete tbe cure.”—’E. F. Dickee, M. D.
|y*Thls is not a Homeopathic remedy, nor is there
combinany mercury or other deleterious
ed with it.
Price—81 per box. Six boxes for 86.
Mail prepaid. For sale bv all respectable Druggists, and at
in tbe United States, by
tbe Sole General

BLEEDING, BLIND, and ITCHING FILES.
LEPROSY, SCROFULA. SALT RHEUM,

AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN.
One bottle warranted to core every cue of Pllee; two
bottles in all other eases of the strove diseases; If net,
dealers are reqaested to refund the money in every
cnee.
Only Sve bottles in n tboasand returned, sad
those were roaflrmed Fistala. Hundreds of lotters
and eertiftcates are now in the proprietor's posseeeioa,
which can be seen on
application. Send for Circular.
Prepared by HENRY D FOWLE, Chemist, 71
Prince street, Boston.
Sold erery where
CertMcates with each bottle.

variety of of Small Article pertalabuaineaa, all of which will bo aold cheap

endleaa

an

FAIBI1III

Forever!!

PREMIUM STAEDAKD
SCALES.

ingredient
by

Depot

DRY

WINCHESTER, 3S Johh St., N. Y,
Sold at wholesale by W. F. PHILLIPS,
1 ortlaxd, Mr.
jun<-23d&»4tt
J.

VARIETY:

GOODS!

for sale at

Warehouse,

oar

118 Milk Stkkkt,
(Thorndike Building.) Corner of Bstterymareh St.,

(copyright secured.]

THE GREATIHDIAH REMEDY

nooTotr.

Sold la Portland by Eaaar ft W a van art cum.

FOR FEMALES.
Dr.

CHEAP,

MATTISON'8 INDIAN EMHENACOGVE.

White’s Patent Alarm
CERTAIN

A
This eefebrated Female Medicine,
possessing virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, ai.d proving
effectual after all others have lai'ed,
is designed for both married and

Scalb Wamehocsb, US
by
FAIRBANKS ft BROWN

Sold at Faibbask's
Milk Stkkkt, Bootok.

dies, and is tlw very best
as it
will bring on the monthly aicRNEaa
in cases of obstruction, after all ether
remedies of the kiud have been tried
SINGLE i,a

HENRY JONES,

thing known for the purpose,

D SAUCE IS

C. k. BABB'S,

SKIP TIMBER AMD FLAME,

tF~Over 2000 BOTTLES have
been sold without a single failure when taken as directed, and with-

HAC'KMETAC KNEES. LOCUST THEENAILS, and a general variety
of Ship Stock.
Cargoes of Oak Timber and Flank famished to

now

out

the least

case.

injury

to health in any

der.
93 State St..

It is put up in bottles of three different strengths with full directions
for using, and sent by express, closely sealed, to all
parts of the country.
I rices.—Full strength, 810; Half Strength, 86;
<*uat tei Btrei gth, 83 per bottie.
Remember! This medicine is designed expressly lor Obstinate C aber, whieh all other remedies of the kind l avefaird tocuie; a so that it is
w an anted
u
remesented in every resnect. or the
price will be relui dcd.
EJr-BEWAKE OF IMITATION'S ! N> le genuine
ai <1 wan a* «etl Ui less puicl aseu directly of I>R. M.
at l.is REMEDIAL INSTITUTE H>R M E< 1AL
DISEASES, No. 38 Ui io». Street, TiovMlei.ce, R. I.
tyTbis speciality cm braces a!) diseases of a private ramie Loth ot MEN ai d WOMEN, by a regueuucaied physician of twenty
pi act ice,
givng l.is whole attention to them.
Ur*( oi su'tatioi s by letter or otherwise are strictly
cot ncientia*. ai d medicines will be sent b\
w-curc Irnm observanon, to all paits of the United
Stages. Also, accommodations lor LADIES fiom
abioad wishing lot a aecuie and quiet Retieat, with
good cate until restored to health.
CAUTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars ate paid to swindling
quacks annua l} in New Eng’and alone, without any
benefit to those' who pay it. Most ol this sum comes
out of a c ass of
who are the least ab-e to lose
it, but once paid they can Merer get it hick, and they
are compelled to sutler the wiong in silence, not dartheming to expose the cheat fpr lirar of
selves. Ail this conies trom trusting, without inquiry,
to men who aie a ike destitute of honor, character,
and skill, and whose only lecomineudation is their
own false and extia«agaut as serf urns, in
of
themsetrrs.
If, therefore, you would avoid being
take
man's
no
no
matter
what
word,
hit
humbugged,
professions are, but MAKE INQUIRY :—It will cost
you nothing, and may save you many regrets; for j»
advertising physicians, iu nine cases out of ten are
bogus, there is no safety in trusting any of them, unless you know who and what they are.
l^ ’Dr. M. will send run:, hv enclosing one stamp
as above, a Pamphlet on DISEASES Or
WOMEN,
and ou Private Diseases geneiailv ; giving most lull
information, with the most undouidtd references and
testimonials, without which no advertising phy sician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of AST coxpi-

0

CLAPP'S

FAIRBANKS

BLOCK,

“Have voir hoots blacked, sir?”—As
an evidence of the advancement of Portland
and her people towards competing with her

fashionable ami stylish neighbors of New York
Boston, let us cite the appearance of a
real live boot-black, in the shape of a brighteyed youth, who, with the insignia of his profession upon his lace, solicits of the passer by
a share of patronage.
Long may he live to
and

brighten

up the

Relics

of

recently, by

“understanding*”of

the

Past.—We

mankind.

were

shown

J. \V. Robbins,

Esq., lately conQuartermaster’s Department
Maine Regiment, a piece of wood

nected with tlie
of the 8th

taken from the finishing of the first house
built in North America, and formerly located
at

!st.

Augustine,

This house
do Aviles,

was

Fla.
erected

by

Pedro Menciidc/.

Spaniard having command of an
expedition sent on by the bigoted Philip II.
of Spain, during the year 1504. The wood is
of the hardest nature, resembling ligiiumvitse
in color, and apparently as w ell able to bear
up against the withering band of time, for the
next three centuries, as at any former period.
a

Love. The brightest part of love Is its confidence. It is that perfect, ttiat unhesitating
reliance, that interchange of every idea and
feeling: that perfect communion of the heart’s
secrets and the mind's thoughts, which hinds
two

:

beings together

more

closely, more dearly

than the dearest of human ties, more than the
vow uf passion, or the oath of the altar.
It is
that confidence which, did »t uut deny its
swuy. would give to earthly love a permanence |
that we And but very seldom iu this world.
I

a.so a sincere friend
ready lo unite in all well

the coiouni lace, and is
cousideied efforts tor their
libeiation and advancement—though 1 am tar tioin
advising any one as to what, or how many re.igious
papeis he shail take, yet 1 will ventu;e to propose
that we make tiial ot the Mirror. As we ought to
have and must have one religious j after in the Atate,
let us take lio.d ot this together; subscribe lor it,
write for it, and endeavor to make it such as our
chujches requite.

CONGRESS STREET,

BURNETTS KALUtTON,
Waah for the Complexion ha, aeoqnal. It la
dlstingnished for it, cooling and toothing properties,
and la admirably adapted to all annatnral condition,
of the akin: removing Tan. Sanborn. KrecWea, Rednaan and Eonghncaa of the akin. Ac., earing
Chapped
Hu da, and alloying the irritation canard by the hate*
of Mooqoitora, nod other annoying ioaeeta. Prepared by Joaepb Barnett ft Co.. Boetoa. and for aah hr
Ax

Express,

BETWEEN U. S. k PREBLE HOUSE,

■

all denlera.

PREMATURE LOSS

persons'

Which la

DRESS

GOODS,—large alack,

CLOAKS and CLOAK GOODS,

ao common

der It aofl and glonay for aevernl day a.
Prepared bp
Joaepb Barnett ft Co., Boston, and for mle by all
dealers.

SHAWLS,

PAINT

N E W

WOOLENS,

CORNER OP

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,

Formerly
er

in

Wheeler, Agl,

Union Street, Manufacturer and Deal-

in

PAINTS OILS. TAJtNISHES.

SUN UMBRELLAS * SHADES,

And Painter*’ Sapplies Generally, tta>
,
Sponges, Gnu,

BATES QUILTS,

-AND—

It would be diti cult lor me to express too strougly
how desiiable on every account, it seem* to me to be
that the Miukor should be well sustained. Now here
is the n flucnce ol a good leligious new>pa|»er uioie
important than it is in Maine. In no Ataie is it more
impoitant that the ( ongtegarional chuiches should
have an organ of their own. Nor do 1 see how auy
leusot.abie man can ask lor a better organ than the
Mikkok. Some other pafiei* indeed are ei.ab.ed to
supp.y a greater ouantitv ot reading tor the same
pow*; but other tilings being e*,ua., a medium sued
paper tike a UKHiium sued book, is bettei than a larger
one, ai.U I cau say iu ail sincerity that I know oi no
paper, :atne o> small, meuopoliiai. or piovtncipi,
wiucn, with so little intenuiugiing ot wiauisota
duicient cha ac ei contains a .aiger amount or a
gieater vaney ol uat.ab.e, iciabe ai.u every way
\a uab.e matter, ong*..a and se.oeted, than the Mikkok.
haie.y no 1 p.aoe a •.umui upon u.e without a
o*».incl teein g ot legiet iu repaid to moie or .ess of
what it contains, that 1 cannot l.avc it in a volume on
my sne.ves wheie it win be constantly at ba..d.
From Urv Drs. Ahepaid and ilarris.
Mu. Ltmti, Dear Air :-*-l ernot us to expicssour desiie that the Mikhok may receive the confidence and
support of the lueuiheis of our churches and Copgrega.ions iu Maine, it is conducted with pan.slaking
and ability.
It is a juuiciuus and earnest suppoiter
of the doctrines and polity ol our chinches, ot their
missionary entcrpiise* and their spiritual interests
Its ie.igiou* articles lor laimly reading are choice, its
suimmuy ol news, though necessa ny condensed, is
comprehensive and weii-digested. The occasions tor
difference te-pocting the sppiication of ( hiistiau
truth to civil and social affair* are parsing away, and
Christian people aie tapiuiv approachiug unanimity;
candor, forbears* ce ai d patience, with tfie giace and
providence oi t od, will enable (Item to obtain it.—
l uder these ciicumstai.ces we ho|ie that those who
take a le'igit us pafter will make u trial of the Mirror: and we expect—wo think wit It good teason—
that thi v will be satisfied with it. A Maine pujier has
obvious advantages to Maine People, above one published ulnoad, and piesents obvious danns to their
—

_>r, May 12,1SG2

SUPERIOR

CASH

Are invited to

CEO. SHEl’AKD.
SAM I'LL lIAISltlS

good,

44

By

or

uever

Dkto of any sort.
does harm.

Jane

their works ye shall know

examination of thin stock before

MACHINE CUT FILES.
(THE WHIPPLE

23. 1962.

FILS M AS UF ACTUS I SO CO.,

edlw

Are now nadr to mtpphr ererr dmertpttnn of their
Machiri t'l'T Film. warrauted auperior to nil othin urc.

er*

Ancient lYIasnaftc Charts.

orricu aid AALiauooa:

D. LARKABEE k CO., 09 Exchange St..
ofer for *a»e seveial copies of an ANCIENT
MASONIC CHART, the original of which was obtamed at Jerusalem.
jc231wd

3(0. 34 KILBY STKEET.

RJ.

Far Sal

(Corner of Central.) Roeton.

FAMILY MOVKNINC (10 0 0 8,
%

V WittTtn Strict. Doctor,

THE Three Story Brick DWRLUNGHol'SE, No. 8 Gray Street. It is in
f good repair, and contains ten finished
If not sold before the lHth of
Au rust next, it will be sold on that day,
™**"al 11 o'clock, A. M.. at Anctiou, without
Terra* vary easy. Eor information apply
reserve.
to JOHN RANDALL, on the premises, or at the
store of RANDALL It WlKUlBlKY, ou Commercial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21.18*3
dtf
*

It

BUYERS,

C. K. BABB.

CLEM S SUMMER CURE is a pleasant, agreeable
decoction of Roots and Baiks, aud contains not a
and

an

always

them.”

G. C. Goodwin k Co., Bostou, General Agents for
New England. 11. 11. ilav, Portland, ai.d B. K.
Bradbury, Bangor, Geneial Agents for Maine.

■

Eatablirhed for the Sale of

MOUSSISG DRESS GOODS,
—Ann—

MILLINERY F.XCLUSIYE1.T.
8. 8. William*.

JAMES

BUY ME AND I’LL DO YOU GOOD !”

fcS^'Sold by Druggists and Merchants generally.
HOWES k CO., Proprietor*,
flmrol
Belfast, Maui.

Wholesale and

Health and strength

ACCOUNT

BOOKS!

Manufactured and for Sale

BAILEY
56 AND M

A

Dr.

every

kind of Blank Book nsed

by Bank*, Insurance ad Railroad t «• in panic*, Ho*
lets, Steamboats, Fact oik* and 1 ountiug Houses.

STATIONERY.
Letter, note. Cap and Reeord papers. Envelopes—
white and bn If, Gold Pons, Steel Pens. Ac., Ac. EvWk Buy fob Cash aid
ery article at lowest rates
( hkai*.

BULKY k

NOYES,

60 and 6b Exchange Street.
dtf
Portland, June 23,1802.

AND

SIMMER

j
1

OAK

ASD HAOKMETACK 8HIP TIMBER,
MEDICINE,

White Pine Timber A*r Wharres. Bridges and FaeAlso Southern Fine Moorings on hand and

tor*»-eS.

Langley’s

worked to order

ROOT AND SERB BITTERS.

30YES,

EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND

We make to order

SPRING

by

Journals, Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letters, Masonic
aud Church Collectors Books.

Sell

GREAT

A
POPE,
Retail Dialer* in

WHITE

Becnred,

BY TUB USB or TUB

BLANK

GLUES.

baying.

HOWES’ COUGH PILLS.

of Opium

STORE.

WATER AND CONGRESS ST..
BOSTON.

AshMl

COTTONS and DOMESTICS,

That as an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
of Phthisic, Whooping Cough, and Continued
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
united verdict in favor of

does

OP THE HAIR,

now-a-daro, may ho entirely
prevented t»y the nae of Braxarr'i Cocoairr. It
baa been aard in tbonannda of cam where the hair
waa coming ont in haudfnlla, and haa never foiled to
nr real it, decay, ud to promote a healthy and
vigorona growth.
It ia at the awe time unrivalled aa a
drraaing for the hair. A .ingle application will ren-

SILKS,

cases

particle

BEARD,

AND MINERAL WATER,
Howard Anxitci Bcildiro, Howard St.,
BOSTON.
DRAUGHT ALE ASD DORTER.

to

From Professor D. T. Smith.

4

WIIOLlaALE DIAL** IX

years’*

larly

or-

Boston. Wharf 150 Border St.. E. Boston.

ALE, POSTER, CIDER, SOSA,

exposing

It is

Money Drawer.

PROTECTION AGAINST
THIEVES.

Cough Pills,

|;ifiu*urr.

>

Hay. Coal. Railroad. Platform. Coaster, Drag,
gist's, and Botcher's Scales; Beaass, Weights, he,

as

Courage

1

to 1

FOWLE’S PILE AMD HUMOR CURE.

SKIRTS, HANDKERCHIEFS. BUTTONS,
EMBROIDERIES. LINEN BOSOMS,
GLOVES, HOSIERY,

This malady, the terrible consequences of which are
too well known to require more than a bare allusion
to them, it one of the most insidious, and therefore
dangerous, of all the long catalogue of human ills.
It saps the very springs of Life,
undermines
the constitution, and sinks the unhappy victim into
imbecility and a premature grave! From one to three
boxes of the Specific Fill are sufficient to effect a permanent cure in the most aggro rat <d cases, whether
constitutional, or arising from Abuse or Excesses.

will be at tbe office from 8 A. M

raember that I am the originator of the 26 cent package atatlonery, and alao X. E. Agent for M H. Lloyd
A Go a celebrated Mapaaud Chart,, and J.C. Buttrea
lino Steel Engraved Portrait,. Withal, it
may be
aaMr aaid. that I have tbe heat aaaortment of tbe
moat aa: cable article, for the time* that eau be Ibend
in Xew England.
Eor particular,, add rear B. B.
Kl'SSEI.L. 615 Waalaingtoa Street. Boaton.

SUM- UMBRELLAS,

PARASOLS,

and General

M.

WANTED! AGENTS.
mHOSE about to engage in the aaJe of 36 cent pack1 aeea of Stationery. Napa. Chart,, or I'nrtraita,
• hoald write to me before
engaging elaewbere. Ite-

Houie-Keeping Goode,

one can

part of the country with fall

Boctou.

-in-

of

of Dis-

office will bp open, and competent perron, la
attendance, from 7 1-3 A. M., to 8 p. X
All commanleathMi, ahould be directed to K.
GKEEXE, Si Bromtteld Street, Bualou.
XoTl. Pereona wtahing to iBTeetigste tbia method
of practice, or ita aopenor aacceaa, will be farntohed
with a pamphlet deaeriptire of treatment, free, by
addreaaiag if. (.KEENE, M D„ 88 BromSeld Street,

BLEACHED OK BROWN COTTONS,
yUILTS, LINENS.
DAMASKS, FLANNELS,

From Rev. Dr. Cariuthers.
It contains a weekly Minimal y ol events written in
be to nalionalilt us, or it w ill have been
j
a
lively Style—eiiticoms, literary and moral, ot great
fought in vain.
praise
piactieal value—ai d such matters ol genet al and deThere is p erhaps no single measure which
i* omit atioi al interest a* reive to keep its trader * well
would nooomplish so mttch towards the per‘postisi up.’ If mil isteis ai d otheis. at different
points in our large .State, would be a little mote competuation ol the I'liion as the adoption of a
mni.irafTve of local lact*, tliey would greatly increase
-■o.—J
r.Ar urion.
1 lit* ignorance
it#
intrinsic worth, and pioportionally enlarge its ciriof vast masses of the relid States has rendered
culation.
it easy to deceive and delude them into this rebellion. And now if the Southern youth of
[From Rev. Dr. Tappan.]
filth sexes are to he educated in disunion senIn common with many others, I have
earnestly desired that we might have in Maine, under tlie auspice#
timents. and in contempt for the National Govot our det.umii aliou, hut one religious
newspaper,
ernment, we shall at all times have among us I and I cannot
but hope, that the Mirror, which I have
the material for another rebellion, ready whentaken tiom the beginning, ai d on many account#
DEKCE WHATEVER.
ever circumstances may
favor, and a leader ! have highly valued, may again secure genet al support,
|y*Orders by mail promptly attended to. Write
piove in its future couise to be a paper in which
can be found capable of
inspiring hope of sue- : and
we can ail unite.
your address plainly, and direct to Dr. H. N. MattiIn most of the views expressed in
cess.
This can be prevented by a propier sysas above.
bos,
re'at ion to this subject,
by l'lolessor 1 ond, in the
tem of education,—and how is such a
June 23.
dkntm
Mirror of this week, 1 fulfy concur. Your own ofsystem
fer
“fo send it without charge to any who
to be brought about except through the
may be degensirous of receiving it, till the meeting ot the June
eral Government ? If a system of thorough inInvalid* !
[State) fonleiei.ee in 1‘ortland,” is lair and libeiai.—
struction be introduced by Government, if
You will permit me however to inquite whether it
schools be opened, at which a part of the teachmight not be well to»end one number at least to every
minister in the State, who is not now
ing shall be a respect lor the Constitution, a Congtegatioi.al
CLEMS’ SUMMER CURE
a subscriber, w ithout w aiting tor an application, since,
veneration for the founders of the Republic,
-AIDotherwise many may not know that such a proposal
and a feeling of pride in their own country,
has beeu made.
such teaching may do much to counteract the
Howes’
evil sown by Calhoun, and which has brought
From Professors in Bangor Theological Seminary.
! By the concurrent testimony of many sufferers, the
forth so fearful a harvest.
fact has beeu established, that for the cure of
From Rev. Dr. Fond.
It may be said that the retidlious States
We obviously need one good religious paper in
DIAKRHtEA OR DYSENTERY
would not send their children to these schools.
Maine; and one (if it can be made satisthetory,) is
It is sufficient to answer that, were the choice
enough. We need it, not only as a vhehieie of Intel- ; In persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come to
ligei.ee and thought, but for the publication of no- | the knowledge of the public, that so effectually does
given of a paid education w ithout expense, tices,
and tin* accomplishment of vaiious local objects
it work and at the same time leaves the bowels in an
against no education at ail, few people would
which can be reached in uo other way.
active, healthy condition, as
•
•
•
hesitate. The South has always exhibited a
I have been a subscriber for the Mirror
CLEM S SUMMER CURE.
and a constaat reader of it for a>mo«t thirty years;—
great disposition to avail themselves of all the
and though I have seeu things in it occasionally
benefits afforded at national expense, and they
That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
which 1 did not like, (a# 1 do in most other papers.)
Diarrhoea
or
would doubtless do so in this ease. As to the
any irregularities of the bowels, all othstill all car.did readers must acknowledge that the
er remedies are insignificant, as compared with
effect of this change upon the loyal States, \ Mirror has beeu, tiom the hist, the stcaiifast advocate ofliovpel older and truth, and au
which already have exteuded school systems,
CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.
important
auxiliary in the great jvork of enlightening and evauit need work no very great alteration, and the
That for Children troubled with Canker in mouth
ge.i/ing Maine. 1 will also say that 1 think the Mirchange, if properly conducted, will lie very ror lias never been more ably and faithfully conduct- or stomach, or mothers suffering from nursing sore
ed than during the last few years. The picseut editor
beneficial.
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is effected by the use of
devote# time, and thought*, and labor to it, and sucOur success so far, in suliluing this rebellion,
CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.
ceeds iu making it (wliat he has shown himself
has depended upon the loyalty of our people,
abundantly able to do) au interesting weekly visitant
That for Coughs. Hoarseness and Bronchial affectand every measure which may tend to preserve
to our lainilies and homes.
there
is
no remedy extant that so universally
ions.
It shou.d be further considered, that some of the
and foster loyalty, is worthy attention and
affords relief as
w hich once threatened to Uiv ide
exciting
questions
And
what
measure can be more efadoption.
aie changing their forms and losing their interest.
HOWK8’ COUCH PILLS.
fectual than the proper training of our youth ! u*.
nvy may give p are 10 outer*, lor augnt we Know, or
That for a Tightness or Wheeling in the Cheat,
and the early inculcation of respect for the
may themselves come up again; but at present we
in
the
Pains
side, or a long standing Hack, the best
principles of our government.—[Aroostook j aeem to ha%ogot beyond them. The Mikkok is an remedy
is
unflinching supporter of the government of the
Times.
United Atau» in its content with the slavery rebellion.
HOWE'S COUGH PILLS.
must

made to

cure

Tbe

A SPECIFIC remedy for

Weekly

recently pub-

Dr. Greene

P.

line, at abont wholesale prices.
We have a large assortment of

ones, are

\V> subjoin some exti acts fioro letter#
lished in our co unit s.

charge

will sell

in this

This being pre-eminently a Family Journal isoneof
the best cl ar.r e's lor advertisements relating to Books,
Sa’ee. Legal Notices, and all ai tides of general con-

TESTIMONIALS.

we

established for the

Persons having Cancers, or those afflicted with complicated diseases. should immediately avail themselves
of Dr. Grecue’s personal attention.
I'onaultatiou »t the office, or by mall, free of

DOESKINS.

OUR STOCK OF PRINTSj

bottles, #1— Six

Is

our'paper
epitome

papers generally, aud especially religious
less likely to be destroyed than those more
•ecu-ar—they ate read more in families than Dailies—
they aie taken home at d pieseryed, to be examined
at leisure—their contents are more thoroughly scanned—ai d they aie ollen sent to absent Iriei d» to convey to those abroad, some idea of the state of allairs
at home.
^Portland, May, 1862.

may be sent to any
directions.

lot of

Constantly on band, and

WINCHESTER. 30 John Street, N. Y.

sumption.

to

ticket.

to be distributed to the 1 rocessiou.
Jos (ah II. Drcmmord,
William I I klble,
llAVIP I COBLE,
T. h.UBooon.
STL PH I X I LURV,
I. ( NESMITH.
GlOROL M. llARDIXO,
K. W. 1.1 XX A KI>,

almost

quarter.
We arc happy to announce Rev. Messrs. Pond,
Shepard, Harris aud Smith, Professors in Bangor
Theological Seminary, as stated contributors to the

extensive stock of

or

was

principles of innocent medication, entirely discarding the nee of Poisonous Drugs.
Many diseases, such as Scrofula, Humors of the
Blood, Diseases of the Throat and Lungs, Dyspepsia,
Liver Complaint, Heart Complaint, Rheumatism,
Female Complaints, and a great variety of ordinary
**“**•«• are successfully treated by Medicine which

Ladies’ Sacks and Mantillas,

IS A CERTAIN CURE !

Spermatorrhoea, or Seminal Weakness,
Irritability in either Sex.

one

Maine.

large

Masox. Viet Prtt'l.

R«v. P

ease, upon the

127 MIDDLE ST.

Pants, and in this line
at prices that can’t be beat.

Depot

VOLUME XLI.
FORTY-FIRST VOLUME OF THIS FAI-EB

July 29.

This Institution

found at

MIXTURES, SATINETS, Re., Re.,

Bottles for S6.
lu sixteen ounce Bottle*, $2—-Three
for $5.
Circulars giatis.
Sold bv all respectable
at
aud
the Sole General
in the UniDruggists,
ted States, by
J.

a

Either for Coat

Original

ounce

always be

CASSIMERKS,

CLOTHS,

Is tho only reliab’c form of Hypophosphites, made
after the
Formula of Dr. Churchill. £JT“InQU1RE FOR AND Use NO OTHER !

seven

can

purchased at the lowest cash prices, to be cold at
trifling anvanee.
We have also

Dat, Pret’t.

R. Grkexk. M. D., Superintending /‘hylic tan

Jnst

“WINCHESTERS GENUINE PREPARATION/'

QT*PKICK8—In

Dry Goods,

We have in store the most

nals of medicine.
The Hypo/thnsphitft have a two-fold and specific
action; on the one hand increasing the principle
which Constitutes Nervous Energy, and on the
other, being the Most Powerful Blood Generating Agents Known.
In cases of Nervous Debility
or Pnstiation of the Vital powers, from any cause,
the Remedy has no superior.

A FAIR TRIAL

city,

OFFICE as BRUMFIELD 8T., BOSTON.
Hmv. N.

N. I. MITCHELL S,

THE CHRISTIAN MIRROR.

All persons who now subscribe to the Mirror by
paying 92 shall have a receipt to the close of Volume

Lane, Aid.

Lodge of

hour to be

an

DTDIAM MEDICAL IHSTITUTE.

-Every Variety

Will Commence

Knights Templar.
Lodges according to seniority.

Bro. M. D. L.

THE BEST, HOST EXTENSIVE
AND VARIED

Ever brought into the

FOR THE PREVENTION AND CURE OF

mean.”

THE

Gommandcrv of
Grand

BOSTON ADVERTISEMENTS.

Assortment of

and anxious

business man, and a new light breaks upon his
soul, ofhimes illuminating the dark recesses of
his heart, revealing for the moment
the sordid emotions which mayhap have crept
in upon him steathily and unawares. Let us

DRY GOODS.

MEDICAL.

Band.

much wonder

come

Knights Templars.

Knights Templar.
Master Masons according to seniority, with

Lodge* of

persing faces
hurry through

---

Band.

There was silence then. In a inoineul more
there w as a quiver of the eye'-lids. a convulsive
movement ol the chest, and the teeth lost their
tension. The father seized liis child, turned
her tare downward, and the poison began to
(low from her mouth. Again and again, as
tlie retelling ceased, he rv|*-atcd the exiieriment—the life returning still more, and the
lace losing its black color every instant. More
than twenty times albumen had been administered, and more than half those times followed
by the expulsion of the poison, when the eyes
opened, the father desisted, the little sufferer
lay just alive in Ilia arms, exhausted, its little
life terribly shattered but xurrd.
Then—when the necessity lor exertion and
determination was over—wiiun the physician
had been summoned, and they knew that darling little Eveleen might live, after many weeks
ol Struggle between lile and death; when the
relieved friends bail acknowledged that they
bad wronged him first; when the beautiful and
sorrowful wife had blessed him through her
kisses and tears: and all knew that under God
only such an almost fierce determination could
have saved tin* eliilil—then the lather sat down
unnerved, and wept like a child.
Not as in ‘Ernie Sister Eveleen’ did the
poison do ils tearful office.
Eveleen is alive today. ami her brown eyes are ojiened upon a
womanhood. But there is no hour in mv life
that brings so thrilling a recollection as that
ol tlie young father’s
struggle for the life of
bis child.

would

of

Happy Faces.—One of the most pleasant
features of the city of Portland to a stranger’s
eye, Is the large number of sunshiny, care-dis-

with

of Master Mason*

away,

A Quaker Woman in Trouble.—Dear
Friend: There me three great
things I very
at.
The first, that children
should be so foolish as to throw stones and
lirick-bats and dubs into fruit trees to knock
down the fruit: if they had left It alone it
would fall itself.
The second Is that men
should l>c so foolish and even wicked, as to
go
to war and kill one another: if
they would let
others alone
they would die themselves. And
the third ittid Fast thing which 1 wonder at
most of all is, that young men should lie so
unwise a* to go after the young women; if
they would stay at home the young women

Aid.

according to seniority, with
Bro’s J. W. Perkins and S. B. Waite. Aids.
Third Division—Sir Kt. E. W. French, Aid.

—-

mill uor

order.

Division—Sir Kt. A. L. Dennison, Aid.
Band.

Commandery'

was

Hi

following

Con*

Portland Commandery Knights Templar.
Lodge* of Master Masons according to seniority, with
Bro’s Chas. B. Merrill and Jos. H. Webster, Aids.

j

ment.

HIT!,

procession

on

Portland Band.

•\\ hat do you want ot it ?’ 'W hat can you do
with it?' ‘He’s crazy,’ and many such rnnniks
lollcwed, but the hasket was thetc in a mo-

ir.

will be formed

Fillebrown. Chjaf Marshal.
First Division—Sir Kt. 11. B. Brown, Aid.

tenant.

vuuu

and the

gies* Street, in the
Aid. Sir Kt. J. B.

from its mother
Its eyes were now closed,
ai.d a white ooze coming from between the
lilackei.cd lips. Wasevci dealh more assured?
1 saw him o| en the- eyelids, ai.d heaid him give
a sigh ol relief.
He teld me aftei w ards that
the eye was not shrunken, ai d so death had
Got legun.
He then attempted to open the
month liul the teetli were tight set ai.d lliey resisted his cllorts. But w ith a loiee tliat seemed almest biutal he wrenched the teeth apart,
ai.d opened the month.
•Minnie.' cried ot.e of the bystanders.
The lather d.d ot heed tin m hot motioned
to a neighbor to take the child in his arms. He
did so.
‘Bring me the egg hasket,’ he spoke very
sternly, almost without ojening his teeth, to the

»

o’clock. A. M.

Chapter*, Koval Arch and Master Masons,
will meet at 8 o’clock in the morning at the New City
Government Building, where they will be shown to

she seized n bottle of corrosive sublimate in alcohol, and had taken enough to have taken
away twenty such lives. The little thing had
tottered down stairs, and the mother had met
her at the landing with the empty bottle in her
hand, and tlie |>oison oozing from her mouth,
and the child all unconscious of the fearful
thing she had done. Was it any wonder that
a terrible shriek rang out over the quiet village, and that already the accupauts of every
house near were rushing towards the spot
where the mother stood.
But a few moments could possibly have
elapsed since the poisou was taken and yet the
etlect was already fearful. Afterthetirst shriek
of terror, tlie mother had quieted to a calm despair for the moment, and stood with the child
in her arms, making no effort for its relief, and
indeed it seemed hopeless,fiir already thesubt'c
poison seemed diffused through the frame; the
browu eyes had lost their lustre, the face was
blackened as in alter death, and the teeth were
tight set in a convulsive spasm Unit evidently
would not pass away. 1 examined tlie little
hist darling for a moment, saw that it wa« hopeless, and then turned awray unable to bear that
mother's agony. The Utile door was already
hall tilled with villagers, and sobs, and moans
and lamentations over the line of tlie dying
child were heard in every direction, mingled
with quick hurried qsestions. as to the maimer
of its occurrence, and vain attempts at answering. which added sad oppressing confusion to
tlie sadness ol' the scene.
The little lei lew's m.cle, who had been up
stairs with the child, isn instantly to call the
lather, but a lew n,< incuts clu| ned teloie he
sj rang into the middle of the group. He had
ticen told all and asked no questions. 1 had
time to remark that his eye was very stern and
that his lip w as very completed. Others, too.
remarked it, and I knew alterwards that a murmur ran round the circle ol how
strange it was
that be betrayed no leeling.

He seized one of the eggs, and broke it, insetted his lii.geis again let ween the teeth at d
wiei.chi d tin m e| en by lotce, tiiough they shut
with so convulsive a motion as to tear the fesh
Item his Ungers, at d | outed the albi men into
the throat. Tlieie was a slight stn ggle. nothing inoie, and the speetatois weie bombed at
the action.
‘Ikui’U the chilli ib ihbg r
‘Flca>c don t lmit the little lliiitg— it can't
liver the mother lound voice to say.
laying her
hand up on the aim.
Maty Lc still I he answered sternly, while
his teeth were relaxing lrc.m their clenching,
and liis lace as hatd as if he were entering a
liattie; ‘and don't any of vou meddle with me:
keep oil
1 he bystauders involuntarily obeyed, with
many haish temaiks upon his cruelty—but he
■lid not heed them, and went on. Another egg
was broken, ai.d still lltere was no sign of lile.
Tlicu the whole b< dy ol bystanders broke out
into a loud minmur, and cries of ‘the brute T
‘Let the child die in peace T ‘He is crazy— take
the child aw ay Iroui him!’ were heard around
him.
He desisted for a nu merit from his efforts,
and turned with a fierceness which had before
been altogether foreign to bis nature, hut no
one wtio saw him aftei wards forgot it.
‘Fools,’
lie hissed, ‘mind your own business and leave
me to miue!
Take her away- will you! Try
it!' anil he went on emptying egg after
egg
down the apparently lifeless throat.
Tin- mother could stand this no longer. Her
lirst bom w as ts-ing tortured to death before
her eyes and she imploringly tiling herself on
her knees la-fore her husband's lather who had
that incmeat arrived.
•O, father, do stop him I” she gasped: ‘he
will oliey you, do stop him. He is
torturing
that poor dying child.’
The grandfather started forward a step to interfere. lor lie. too. thought the proceeding an
outrageous one: hut he stopped and said ’.Mary, let him alone. The child will die It he does
not go on.
It caiiuot more than die if he does.
I would not say a word to Him lor the world.

81

at

Grand

age.
1 was sitting one afternoon in a quiet little
room with my feet upon two chairs, reading a
pleasant little book, in a state between asleep
and awake—my host away at his shop, a hundred yards oft', and my pretty little hostess engaged in her household labors—wnen I was
thrown nut of my indolence by a scream that
brought me to my feet like an electric shock.
It was a woman’s voice, and had in it an excess
of agony that cannot be indicated in words, so
loud that it rang over that quiet village, and
brought every one forth to ascertain the cause.
I sprang to the door that separated the sitting room from the dining apartments, and saw
the whole at a glance. The young mother
stood at the door with her first boru—our
darling Eveleen— in her arms dying. A brief
and hurried word from the servant told me the
sad story. The little girl had accompanied a
child uncle up stairs, and while the attention of
uiucr

Lodge* will meet at Masonic Hall, Middle

Grand

«
»«.

must

corners

Centennial Celebration

with Poison.

spending some days, not many years
beautiful little country village, ami in
had more than common attractions
that
family
to one who loves domestic life as well as myself.
The little circle had in it more of real interest
than I have often seen developed in the same
number of persons.
The father of the family—almtit too young to
feel yet that he was entitled to that honorab e
apiK-llatiou—was a Hue, frank-hearted young
mechanic with a wide world of life hounding in
his veins, and energy, that when fully aroused,
drove everything violently before him, and
warmth ofdisposit ion that won him more friendship than it had then given him the goods of
this world.
His wife, to whom lie had been married some
four years, was singularly Mautiful.
They had two children, the one a laughing
brown-eyed and brown-haired little fairy of
three years. Her name was Eveleen. The
second was a crowing, laughing, blue-eyed,
plump little beauty of less than a year, promising to have all the charms of file older at her

nit'

metaphor—warranted
patient

From tbe

Straggle

a

her last

One «urelv

I

ago in

night at a party,
(The elegaut party at Meade’*)
And looking remarkably hearty
For a widow so young in her w eed*;
Yet I knew she was suffering sorrow
Too deep for tongue to express,—
Or whr had she chosen to borrow
So much Bom the language of dress?
I

An Hoar’s

S'lOMI-UMED of s.ruiurilV Wild (hern-. Yellow
V
Dock. I tickler Ash, Fhoroughwort, Khubai b,
Mandiake. Dandelion, Ac., all of which are so com|M>ui.d«-<l as to act iu concert, and assist Nature in
eradicating disease.
The effect of this medicine is most wonderfWI—it
acts directly U|ton the bowels and blood, by removing
all obstructions from the internal organs, stimulating
them iuto healthy action, renovating the fountains of
life, purifying the Mood, cleansing it (lou a I humors
and causing it to course through every part ol the
hotly : restoring the invalid to health and usefWluess.
They cute and eradicate from the system. Liver Cornp'aiut, that main wheel of so amiiv diseases Jauutlaiice iu its worst forms, all Billions Diseases and
foul stomach.
Costive ness, all kinds of Humors, Indigestion, Headache. Dizziness, liles, Heartburn, Weakness Pains in the side and bowels. Flatulency, Loss of appetite, ami a toroid or diseased Liver, a disordered Stomach or bad blood, to which all
ami Summer.
are more or less subject in
31 ore than 2d,0U*
have been cured by this
person*
medicine It i*
recommended by Phy*iciaus
it aiul vou will never h»gret it.
every where.
Sold bv all dealers in At* dicine every where at oaly
25 and oS coats per bottle. Orders addressed to

Dyspepsia,

92 stats Street,

Timber Docks

comer

(rr stairs.)

of F. and

First 9ti„ Boston.

I
June 28.1862.

wBwl

.Spring

highly
Fry

Trout nnd other Fl.hin( Tackle.
t.cna, RirLra, Rkvolveb4,Cvtliby and

VLSI*,

nroBTiiu

Repairing and

GEO. C- GOODWIN k CO.. Bobtob.

JutHdiu

edtf

Cooia
stencil

*ei

trail,.

Culling attended to as usual.
«. L. BAILEY,
U EXCHANGE STREET

